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The Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian - English Contrastive Project is an international

venture involving the cooperation. of Yugoslav and American scholars. Its

primary aim is to facilitate the teaching of English as the second language

to speakers of Serbo-Croatian. The results should also have relevance for

the teaching of Serbo-Croatian to English speakers. It is further hoped that

these results will afford new insight Into the linguistic structures of the two

languages and will constitute a contribution to contrastive linguistics.

The Project is directed by Rudolf Filipovid, Professor of English and Director

of the Institute of Linguistics of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Za.

greb, Yugoslavia, and coordinated by the Center for Applied Linguistics,

Washington, D.C. , U.S.A., represented by William Nemser, Director of

the Center's Foreign Language Program.

The Project is supported jointly by the governments of Yugoslavia and the

United States, and by the Ford Foundation.

The results of the Project research are presented in three series:

A. Reports; B. Studies; C. Pedagogical Materials.
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2eljko Buias (University of Zagreb)

COMPOSITION IN SERBO-CROAT AND ENGLISH

A. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Compounding as a word-formation device is significantly less frequent

in Serbo-Croat than in English. This is only natural in view of the positional

function in Serbo-Croat syntax being nowhere near as important as its English

counterpart (owing to the inflexional nature of Serbo-Croat).

1.2. As a result, many English compounds have simple (no-compound)

translation equivalents in Serbo-Croat:

make+t21 iminka

rain+bow : Asa

break+down : slom; kvar

heart+rending potresan

etc.

1.21. Cases of complete lexical and structural componential

correspondence (e. g. blood+thirsty krvo+tedan) are extremely rare.

B. A BRIEF SURVEY OP STANDARD GRAMMATICAL
STATEMENTS

I. Serbo-Croat Compounding Patterns

a. Two-Part Compounds

2. 1. Nouns

2. 11. Second Part Nominal

N N duhan+kesa, 4udo+tvorac, 1coat+Icradica,

E:to+brod, breistok, kameno+lom

J
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Vb(impl + N aeifdrui pasti+yijA, itte+Ntura, 0kkola

Adj + N b13+gorica, crven+mica

Num + N tro+medja, peto+ikolka

Adv + N rano+ranilac, skoro+teaa

2.12. Second Part Verbal

N + Vb(stem) krvo+lok. ate14as

Adv + Vb(stem) brzotja, pravo+1

2.2. Adjectives

2.21. Second Part Nominal

Adj + N crno+ok, rAo..+111

N + N mljo+gle, kozo+rm

Nun + N dvo+1131, ELtt+krak

To(stem) + N vrto+ilscr

2.22. Second Part Verbal

Pron + Vb(p Ares) sve+znallidi

Adv + Vb (p perf) tako+svani

2.23. Second Part Adjectival

Adj + Adj star+mali, kulturno+historiaLd

Adv + Adj tamno+ljubikast

2. 3. Verbs

2.31. Primary Compounds

1. Direct Compounding dan+imbiti, bLato+sloviti

zlo+stavljati

[2. Prefixal Compounding pro+tjecati, lz+govoriti] 2

e
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2.32. "Secondary" Compounds

1. Derived from compound
nouns and adjectives (dvo. um)+1ti

2. Derived from Prefixal (besirs119+iti, (pi+test)+Iti,
compounds (Ererok)i.ovat(

b. Three-Part Compounds

2.4. Nominal (auto+moto)+trke, arci+(vuci+batina)

Adjectival pseudo+(nad+realistitki)

Adverbial poa+(samo+hrano)

c. Repetition Compounds

2.5. Adjectives kakav+takav

Adjectives/Adverbs cilocak

Adverbs kako+tako, malo+malo

Onomatopoeias/Adverbs IspathEal, tufaiu f 1 , 112E +1122!

d. General Remarks

2.6. Most native Serbo-Croat (two-part) compound nouns and adjectives

contain a "linking vowel": o and, in a few cases, I . This vowel should not

be confused with the final o of the first component in the non-native

(predominantly Greek and/or Latin) compounds, such as foto+amater. moto+kros.

neuro +kirur0, etc.

II. English Compounding Patterns

a, Two-Part Compounds

22 .88. Nouns

2.8I. Second Part Nominal

N + N ftstlesmith, arm+chair, ink+stand3
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Adj + N black+board . hot+house

Pron + N Fe+gos

Vb + N draw+bridge! cut+throat. break+water

Adv + N out+mt, up+lceee

2.82. Second Part Adverbial

N + Adv looker+on, passer+

Vb + Adv break+dt.wn, make+a

2.83. Second Part Verbal

N Vb boot+black, chimney+sweep

2.9. Adjectives

N + Adj blood+red, liie+1220, fool+proof

Adj + Adj bitter+sweet, Franco +German

Adv + Adj over+sensitive. underdone

Pron + Adj all-Iimportant. all+American

2.10. Compound Participles

2 10.1. Second Part: Past Participle

N + ed machine+made, hon2e+baked

Adj + ed Yugoslav+grown. truesborn

Adv + ed far+fetched. well+meant, down+cast

2.10.2. Second Part: Present Participle

N + heart+rendlng, sea +fa.

Adj + ins wz+W , imod+rooking

Pion + ink self+denying. all+seeing

Adv + kg forth+con_tgn , everilasting.

8



2.11. Verbs

Adv + Vb out+live. over+look. under+sell. urset

N + Vb (minus -er) house+hunt. Ip+read
(backformation)

N + Vb (minus prep) ellep+walk, sun+bathe

b. String Compounds (Three-Part and Loser)

2.12. 1st and 2nd components are
themselves a compound

2nd and 3rd components are
themselves a compound

Other types

(hot+water)+bottle. (waste+paper)+basiet

daddy+(loarts!)

merin+the+slot+machine.
first+come+first+served.

for/apt% e+not,

out+of+work, maid+ot+all+work

c. Repetition Compounds

2. 13. Onomatopoeias cliq+c2.111 , el.:12+pat, hush+hush

(function: interjections alternating as
verbs, nouns and adjectives)

Other types fiddle+faddle, walkie+taikie (nouns)

wishy+wjay, As+top (adjectives)

helter+skelter (adverbs)

hob+nob (verbs)

d. General Remarks

2.14. English native compounds, unlike most of their Serbo-Croat counterparts,

have no linking vowel. As to Greek and/or Latin-based compounds, they

have an identical structure in either language (E tele+graph : SC tele+Fstf,

E neuro +sargeon : SC neuro +kirurj). Native and Greek/Latin elements

rarely occur in the same compound (E speedo+meter: SC stranco+manat).

9
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2. 15_ It may not be amiss to say a few words here about the stress

patterns of English compounds. Since most of them have the stress on the

first component with the second half unstressed, or bearing a secondary

stress the Serbo-Croat learner tends to extend this to all English

two - component compounds. His attention must, thus, be drawn at least to

such largely reliable and comprehensive compound groups with a double

stress as those with the adjective as the first element:

Adj + Adj red+hot

Adj + pod+looking

Adj + ed bad +tempered

Adj + N first+class

C. CONTRASTIVE ANApYSIS

3. I. As easily observable, the deliberately simplified classification of

both the English and the Serbo-Croat compounds in Part One of this

report has been strictly based on an elementary formal (part-of-word)

analysis of the components. This was done in preference to a predmninatly

semantic (cf. Zandvoort.ii 807-830) or syntactic (cf. Brabec-Hraste-

-tivkovie, pp. 146.149, 153-154, and Stevanovie, pp. 237-242)

classification.
3.2. The reason for this was the excessive complexity of both these

classtficationlin terms of the learner's needs. This often invoked bewildered

groper should. realistically, be presumed as endowed with merely moderate

analytical gifts. Thus. if he Is expected to attempt any compound analysis as

part of the learning method doing this on Pn elementary.formal, rather

than semantic, basis ought not to overtax him.

3.3. This elementary formal analysis should be required from the learner

ory when it can be of some direct assistance in his uphill work to acquire

the command of English. as the phrase goes. This can obviously be only

10
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in the areas of systematic agreement /disagreement or overlap, where

pattern-spotting brings the rewards of a tr4le discovery: a) of entirely

new approacnes, b) of unsuspected economies along the well-trod avenues,

and c) of the whys and whens behind typical learning errors (i. e. defining

interference areas).

3.4. However, the building blocks used inn the process of composition are

independent words, that is lexical (open-set) components. A. such. they

lend themselves (theoretically at least) to a myriad combinations. and are

subject to considerably fewer restrictions than affixes their counterparts

in the area of derivation.

3.41. As a result, the translation equivalents of compounds which we

have to consult as the obvious raw material in contrastive analysis are

bound to provide us with :ewer patterning clues.

33.5. Using what clues be was able to find, and following basically the

same approach as in his report on derivation (i. e. translatinuad hoc the

examples listed by the grammars quoted, and consulting own files), the

present author has classified the translation equivalents into four contrastive-

patterning categories.

3.51. Find CategorL

Serbo-Croat composition pattern has no single uniform correspondent

in English: _-

a. Adj + N

great power
poejed large/big estate
.omp...ctrdk big landowner
riLEI big/large cD.,_ metropolis

vele + rgovec_ 1wholesalerinerchant, wholesale trader/dealer
as jam (industrial) fair, big fair
industrijalac big industrialist, captain of industry

high treason
izdajnik one quality 0 high treason
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b. Adv + Vb

stavijati mal+treat, ill+treat, ill+use, abuse
rabiti abuse, mis+use, mis+appropriate

zlo patitl se suffer (want), be hard up
pamtiti have a ...mg memory, be vindictive

c. The following contrastive pattern, teetering between this and the

next category, illustrates very well the difficulty of drawing clear-

cut boundaries between members of these predominantly lexical

:ategories. The several alternatives offered justify its inclusion

here, but the high degree of collocability of the first two (if we

disregard the others) make this pattern equally at home in the Second

Category (admittedly, among the minor-exception cases).

nazoviinadri + N

pseudo

would-be

quack + N

self-styled,
sham

3. 52. Second Category

Serbo-Croat composition pattern has a single uniform correspondent

in English (a, b).

Patterns with minor isolated or stylistic --exceptions (c, d, e)

have also been iisted here. since, for practical teaching purposes,

these exceptions nay be disregarded.

a. Adj + Noun base Adj + N(ed)

kratko +g short+iegged,

dtup2+kos lorsohaired

frc:Egr bare+headed

plAvotok blue+ezal

12
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b. Num +katniCa

aetvero+katnica

c. Adj + Adj

smedje+siv

kinesko+japanski

kulturno+historijaki

druitveno+privredni

d. Elk+ N/Adj/Adv

,l+brat
e2t+godiiinje

Ellu+rnjesec

But: ElLseat
Elat+kura

cpl+otok

EL,+13111et

e. Num + godianjak/godlinji

osamnaest+godianjak

osaranaest+godianji

liezdeset+sodiinjak

sto+godignjak_

Num + stor(e)y /floor + house/building

four-(Am. five) stor(e)y/floor

Adj + Adj

browniva; brown and grey
Chinese+Ja anese

so: 6ino+ se)

ctdtural+historical
(also: cultural and historical)

social+economic
airgiF:' social and economic

socio+economic

half/semi + N/Adj/Adv

half+brother

half+nal semi+sumuallY

half+naked

half+moon (also: crescent)-
mezzanines

hemisphere
m+inaula
demi{monde

Num + + old

eighteen+mar+old

!ix +LLr+old
(also: sexagenarian)
hundred+aar+old
allientenarTrn}

3.53. Third Category

English composition pattern has no single uniform correspondent in

Serbo-Croat:

ing + N N + za +
+ N'T

AO N
sleeping+ttE vreda za spavanje

13
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Imittintineedle pletada igla
igla za pletenje

looking+glass (chiefly Brit) ogledalo

swimming+bladder ribili/zraani mjehur
(Am. swim4bladder)

3.54. Fourth Category

English composition pattern has a Serbo-Croat correspondent. though

of different structure. There is, however. a non-obligatory variant

closer in structure to the English pattern.

Adj + kao + NI

(Adj Adj) N + Adj

tvrd kao fel ezo iron+hard

bijel kao snijeg,
snjeino+1:1K snow+white

D. TEACHING IMPLICATIONS

4.1. Whatever was said about the time level of useful application for

contrastive derivation patterns applies here, too. However, the minimum

limit of learning stage may have to be raised to higher-intermediate.

4.21. The learner can safely be expected to realise by himself, and early

in the game. the impossibility of mechanical synchronous (lexico-structural)

transfer in either direction (Lt-6. Ls or Ls-10 Lt). Thus, he soon "gets

wise" to such mistransfers as:

Lt s sea+sick *more+bolan (by analogy to
blood+th..i.ry : krvo +gedan)

snow+blind smato+51_1122.
or

s Lt klio+bran . *rain+protector (by analogy to spo+brod steuxt+
ship)sunco +kret: *sun+turn +

14
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4.22. The learner is now on his guard. He icnows that in only too mary cases.

the only answer to the need to expand his compound vocabulary is in the

strenuous memorising of lists.

4.23. At this stage, the textbook author may intervene by introducing

specially designed translation exercises aimed at both underlining the

areas of interference, and at pointing out the ways around them.

4.3. Needless to say, for these exercises to be adequately designed,

lists of the higher-frequency composition patterns in either language

likely to cause interference should be compiled. Extensive parallel texts

(translations) are useful for the purpose. So are bilingual dictionaries and

available concordances.

NOTES

1. The plus sign has been used throughout this report to indicate simply the

division of compounds into their component parts. It is not meant to

stand for any of the spelling conventions in compounding (hyphen, one

word or separate words), which have been ignored so as not to detract from

the uniformity of presentation of compound structure.

2. Already treated as a derivational process in this author' k report on
Derivation (cf. 1.12, 1. 12. 1, 2.73 c).

3. Patterns of the type leather coat, road traffic, Zagreb Pair, etc.
(Attrib. N + N) will be treated elsewhere, as Conversion.

4. IIVIany of these formations", Zandvoort says (Hdbk, f 829), "do not fully

agree with the definition of a compound ... because their elements are

not used as separate words (film-flam), or because only one of them is

(fiddle - (addle) ".

5. Thus, in English compound adjectives of the N + Ad} structure, six

semantic types are distinguished, the first component denoting;

1. object (trust+tosIty), 2. cause (sea+sick), 3. purpose (blood+thirsty),

15
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4. resemblance (stone+cold), 5. measure /extent (lateeile, or
6. 'restricting the meaning of the second component (water +proof).

Serbo-Croat, in its turn, distinguishes four syntactic inter-
componential relations in primary verbal compounds: 1. attributive

(staro+avatiti), 2. objective (den+ 11,ita,3. adverbial (bArto+sloviti)

and 4. copulative (svjetlo+mrcati).

1t3
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Maja Dubrav6i6 (University of Zagreb)

THE ENGLISH PRESENT PERFECT TENSE1 AND ITS SERBO- CROATIAN
EQUIVALENTS

1. Introductory Notes 4,
1.1. One of the striking features of the present perfect tense is its seeming

"evasiveness". It cannot be assigned to a single time sphere but combines

both the past and the present. More emphasis may be laid on the "past-ness"

or on the "present-ness", but both are invariably reflected in any present

perfect form. Occasionally the time relations seem irrelevant but then it

is some other feature of the action or process that is in focus and can be

expressed only by the present perfect tense. One comes to the conclusion

that an objective event occurring in a certain time sphere is not so important

as the view of the event in the speaker's mind and the standpoint he adopts

in referring to the event. In fact the semantic ingredients of the present

perfect tense scorn to be a combination of verbal context, situational

context, the lexical verb and the form itself. They all signal the speaker's

point of primary concern.2

1.2. The name "present perfect" seems inadequate since it might connote a

contradiction. The word "present" implies that the present perfect should be

considered as one of the present tenses. Yet it is most often used to describe

events that occurred in the past. Thus in the sentence:

I' ve seen London,

the action itself is completed. The second part of the name. "perfect", means

"finished", "completed". However, a typical example of the present

17
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perfect:

ve lived here for the last twenty years. ,

illustrates that the action is by no means completed. It still lasts at the

moment of speaking and may even continue in the future.

However, in teaching English to Serbo-Croatian learners the term "present

perfect" might even come in useful since it is suggestive of the double nature

of the tense.

1. 3 The complexity of the present perfect tense is enhanced for SC learners

by the fact that there is no single corresponding tense in Serbo-Croatian. The

SC tenses that most nearly correspond to the English present perfect are

either a past tense called perfekt or a present tense called prezent.

1.3. 1. The SC prezent does not signal any of the properties of the present

perfect, i. e. it does not necessarily imply the connection between the past

and the present time sphere which is foremost in the present perfect tense.

It follows then that this feature should be expressed or implied in Serbo-

Croatian by a combination of verbal form and various other means such as

adverbials or context.

1.3.2. The present perfect tense is frequently confused with the SC perfekt,

which is only one of its equivalents. The SC perfekt is used primarily to

express an action belonging to the past time sphere, thus corresponding

manly to the E preterit. The confusion may stem from formal similarity,

the accidental identity of the names, and occasional similarity in meaning. 3

1. 4. As a result of all this the possibility of interference in the case of

speakers of SC is considerable, which contributes to making the present

perfect into one of the most challenging and painful items for teachers to

tackle and a most difficult one for learners to grasp.

18
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2. Contrastive Analysis of the Present Perfect
and Its Serbo-Croatian Equivalents

2. 1. A SC learner of English is confronted with a really difficult task when

trying to master the present perfect tense. He has to deal with a tense which

is paradoxically both present and past whereas his own language's equivalents

are either purely present or purely past. Consequently, he may end up

confusing it either with a present or a past tense in English. The SC learner

will readily say:

*1 am here for three days.

instead of the correct:

or:

(I) I have been here for three days. 4

*I am studying English for three years.

instead of:
(2) I have been studying English for three years.

or:

instead of:

or:

instead of:

*1 have arrived five minutes ago.

(3) I arrived five minutes ago.

*The performance didn' t start yet.

(4) The performance hasn't started yet.

2.2. Since the present perfect tense frequently denotes an action occurring

in the past, either immediate, or at some unspecified past time, it is

necessary to find out whether there is a possibility of overlap between the

present perfect and the preterit, i. e. whether they can ever be used

interchangeably without any appreciable difference in meaning Likewise, the

present perfect frequently encroaches upon the territory of the present

19
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tenses by expressing an action within the present time sphere. Therefore the

area of the possible overlap between the present perfect and the present tenses
should be determined.

2. 3. In order to facilitate the analysis we shall set up two categories of the

present perfect tense corresponding to the two most frequent uses of the tense.
It does not really matter which names are given to the two subcategories as long

as it is clear what they stand for. That is the reason why we have chosen the

terms familiar to traditional grammar: the continuative and the resultative
present perfect respectively.

2. 3.1. The continuative present perfect is used to indicate an activity or state

which takes place in a period of time beginning in the past and continuing right up

to a point of present time. The period in question may begin anywhere in the

past. The beginning of the period may, but need not, be specified. U mentioned

the movement away from the starting point is expressed by since or some other

adverbials which are well limited, such as all my life, all night, from the stars.
(5) I have worked here since January.

The continuative use of the present perfect simple does not necessarily imply

that the action is completed. There need be no implication in the sense of
nun-continuation of the action at the present moment as the term "perfect" might

wrongly suggest.

(6) My family has lived here since 1750.

(7) I have done this work now for a long time and I have

fought since the stars of the movement.

The action may even be expected to be going on in the future but that is beyond

the point of the speaker's primary concern. In fact (5), (6), (7) are in a way
ambiguous because there is nothing in them to suggest that the actions or states
14,entioned are either now ending or still continuing. However, a point of present

time at which the action ends may be explicitly mentioned.

(8) Haven't I handled your affairs satisfactorily for you

up to now?

20
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2.3.2. The fact that the action or process extends from some time in the past

to a point of present time is generally expressed by time adverbials rather

than by the present perfect form alone.

(9) So far you have behaved all right.

(10) We' ve known each other for some considerable period of time.

(11) I' ve always wanted to go to the Italian lakes, and this is haw

it is.
(12) I have thought of you for the past two days.

(13) I never killed anybody in this war, and all my life

I've wanted to kill a sergeant.

Occasionally an adverbial may be suppressed though it Is implied.

(14) I've led a quiet life. (up to now)

(15) I' ye thought much. (all this time)

2. 3.3. If the above examples of the continuative present perfect are considered

in view of the possible overlap with the present or past tenses, the following

tentative statements can be made:

The present perfect is absolutely obligatory in (1), (2), (5), (8), (7); it must

not be replaced by one of the present tenses. In (3) the present peifect cannot

be used instead of the preterit because the adverbg denotes definitely past

time. 5

Because of the meaning of the adverbials Let, up to now, so far, for the past

two days there would be no ambiguity if the Er eterit were substituted for the

perfect in (4), (8), (9) and (12) but the present perfect seems to be

preferred by usage and the preterit might be considered as substandard.

In (13) the meaning would not be changed essentially because of the adverbial

and the context, but the perfect is preferred as in this way the contrast

between the two clauses is clearly emphasized. It is impossible to

substitute the preterit for the perfect in (10), (14), and (15) because that

would result in a change in meaning.
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(10a) We knew each other for some considerable period

of time. (One of the pair is dead; or they knew each other

in a very remote past so that one of them has
forgotten about it or one of them does not want

to admit they have known each other in which case

the sentence is ironical)

(14a) I led a quiet life. (at some time in the past but not
any longer)

(15a) I thought much. (at some time in the past)

In (11) it Is possible to substitute the preterit for the present perfect with

tittle or no change.in meaning. This is probably because the present perfect

form is used to express a state finished at the point now, whereas the

reference to the present time (... and this is how it is) makes the sentence

unambiguous.

(11a) I always wanted to go to the Ita lien lakes and this is

how it is.

2. 3.4. The SC equivalents of the continuative perfect seem to be the prezent

of imperfective verbs and the perfekt of imperfective verbs.

(1SC) Ovdje sam (ve6) tri Jana.

(2SC) UBun engleski (ve4) tri Bodine.

(5SC) Ovdje radim od sijeanja.

(8SC) Moja obitelj ovdje tivl (ve6) od 1750.

(7SC) Ovaj posao radim (v66) dugo vremena i borim se od

poaetka pokreta.

(10SC) Nas dvoje se (ve6) dosta dugo Poznajemo.

(13SC) Nikad nisam nikoga ubio u ovom ratu all aitav svoj

livot elim ublti jednog narednika. 6
(145C) 2ivian mirnina tivotom. 7

In all the above sentences the present moment is included and the SC

equivalent is pEtzent of imperfective verbs. In the majority of cases the
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adverbial ve6 can be inserted though it does not strictly correspond to a

single adverbial in English.

(BSC) Zar yam do sada nisam dobro vodio poslove?

(9SC) Dosed si se dobro ponalao.

(11SC) Oduvijek sam teljela do61 na talijanska jezera, a sad

evo kako je to.

(12SC) Mislio sam na tebe zadnjih dva dana.

(15SC) Mnogo cam razmilljao.

The SC perfekt of imperfective verbs is the equivalent of the continuative

perfect in the above sentences. They are all concerned with an action or

state continuing up to the point now but no further. The present moment does

not seem to be included. 8

2. 3. 5. The resultative present perfect expresses an action which does not

continue throughout the period of time extending from the past to the present

moment or even on into the future. It is used to denote a completed

occurrence in the past which is assumed to be connected with the present

time through its results.
9

(16) I' ve changed my opinion.

(17) I' ve heard the story.

(18) I would be happy except for those people I have killed.

(19) I have come here from there.

Negative or "nil" results are also included:
(20) He hasn't shown me any of them.

(21) Does that mean we' ve lost the taxi?

Logical conclusions based on some situation in the present and the

speaker' s experience:

(22) What' s the time? My watch has stopped.

Accordingly, the action completed before now should in some way or

. .
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other (not necessarily in the results only) be relevant to the present

situation.

The resultative perfect could, therefore, be said to cover all past

occurrences which have a strong current relevance, either expressed or

else implied.

(23) Except that you have been there and you know how it can

be. (expressed)
(24) We' ye pinched their taxi. (implied)

2 S.S. U the resultative present perfect simple is used with time adverbials

they are usually of a different kind from those used with the continuative

present perfect. The adverbials denoting a period of time extending from

the past up to a point of present time, such as since +a time expression,

for + a time expression. all my_life, all along, always are generally used

with the continuative perfect, whereas the adverbials, which do not suggest

an idea of "continuativeness", such as altIty. i:Lt, just now, once, twice,

once or twice are usually associated with the resultative perfect.

(25) He's waited all these years. (continuative)
(26) He' s Just gone. ( resultative)

(27) James has already noticed that. (resultative)

With tc.ally. , this year, this past week, tonight the "resultativeness" can

be clearly expressed whereas the "continuativeness" does not become quite

clear unless the present perfect progressive is used. Compare:

(28) I've put on my new dress tonight. (resultative)

(29) I've worked very hard tonight. (continuative?)

(30) I've been reading your letter tonight. (continuative)
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2.3. 7. The preterie could readily be used instead of the resultative

present perfect in (16), (17), (18), (19), (20), (21), (24), (26), (27), (28)

with very little effect on the meaning.

In (22) and (23) the preterit would sound awkward because the results in

both cases have been mentioned.

Likewise In (25) the preterit could affect the meaning considerably, or at

least cause ambiguity.

(25a) He waited all these years. (but finally decided to get married)

In all the instances where both the preterit and the perfect could be used

without affecting communication of causing ambiguity, the distinction seems

to be stylistic or depending on usage. It is a question of whether the speaker

looks upon the events as occurring in the pasts

(28a)Iput on my new chess tonight. (The action is completed),

or whether he is concerned with the present effects of the events!

(28) I' ve put on my new dress tonight. (I have my new dress on now)

There is another interesting thing which should be mentioned at this point!

British and American English appear to diverge quite considerably with

respect to the use of the present perfect. Whereas the traditional

distinctions stilt generally seem to hold good for the present-day British English.

in American English the situation seems to be gradually changing. In certain

situations seems to be gradually changing. In certain situations where the

present perfect would have previously been absolutely required, the preterit

can be used freely nowadays without creating ambiguity. It should be borne

in mind, however, that In many of the examples where the preterit instead

of the present perfect would be accepted in American English it would not
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be tolerated in British English, either because of ambiguity, or simply

because it would sound "odd" or substandard. 10 Consequently, this is an

additional difficulty in teact ag the present perfect to SC, or any other

foreign, learners. Naturally, the choice of the teaching strategy lies

with teachers and textbook compilers but the beat procedure seems to be

to teach those uses of the present perfect first which are the same in both

idioms and in which the present perfect is obligatory.

2.3.8. The SC equivalent of the resultative present perfect seems to be only

perfekt, generally perfekt of perfective verbs.

(16 SC) Promijenio sam milljenje.

(17 SC) (Vet) sam tuo to priau.

(18 SC) Bio bib :ratan kad ne bt bilo onih ljudi koje sam pobio.

(i9 SC) °it'da sam dela° ovamo.

(20 SC) Nye mlpoicazao ni jedne.

(21 SC) ?matt li tt da smo ostali bez talcsija?

(22 SC) Koliko je sati? Stao mi a sat.

(23 SC) S torn razlikom da ate vi bitt tamo i znate kako mote bfti.

(24 SC) Odniiell smo im taksi.

(25 SC) On aeka eve eve Bodine. /continuative/

(26 SC) Upravo je otlisto.

(27 SC) James je to vet primijetio.11
(28 SC) Vetersts sam obuicla now haljinu.

The resultative present perfect with the element of current relevance is a

most difficult tense for SC learners to master. On the one hand it invariably

refers to an action completed in the past (either immediate or unsepcified), on

the other it is rarely accompanied biretta adverbial, signalling current

relevance. In addition, the SC equivalent is always perfekt, which is taught

as corresponding to the English preterit. As a result the SC learners tend
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to use the E preterit in the above and similar examples of the resultative

present perfect. Fortunately, there will not be great harm done since, as

was said before, the meaning is not greatly affected in the majority of

cases.

2.4. The present perfect progressive shares all its basic properties

with the present perfect simple. The opposition progressive /non-progressive

could be summed up as a) incompletion/ completion, tued b) durative/ neutral

with respect to duration. One or both of these distinguishing features can

be present at the same time.

(31) She' s put on four pounds. (a completed action)

(32) Ever since I gave up smoking I've been putting on

weight. (an incompleted action covering a period of

time that began at some point in the past and has

continued uninterruptedly up to now. It may continue

in the future but that is beyond the speaker's
primary concern)

2.4.1. The present perfect progressive does not imply that the activity

continues throughout the relevant period of time, but merely that it has

duration within the period, or that it is repeated within the period.

(33) Someone has stolen my books. (they are all gone)

(34) Someone has been stealing my books. (some of them are
missing) .

The first sentence expresses a completed action with definite results. The

second sentence denotes an incomplete action that obviously did not last

throughout the relevant period but was repeated an indefinite number of times.

If the action does go on throughout the relevant period of time, it is mainlyMEMO

the adverbial., not the progressive form alone that show that the activity

continued throughout.

27
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(35) You have been hurting me ever since we were married.

(36) l' ve been waiting for this for years.

2 4.2. The present perfect progressive does not invariably mean that an

action or process continues up to the moment of speaking, i. e. it is not

necessarily continuative. Thus sitting and resting at home we may say:

(37) 1' m exhausted. l' ye been working all day.

Or in the story about Goldi locks and the three bears the baby bear

complains:

(28) Someone has been sitting in my chair.

(39) Someone has been eating my porridge..

although Goldilocks has tried both the porridge and the chair and then gone

upstairs to sleep sometime before the bears come home.

The sentences:

(40) She and I have been going together a good deal.

(41) Now let's come down to brass tacks. I' ve been

making enquiries about you.

(42) When Tommy went back home that evening his mother

saw the scratches on his face and the swollen nose,
and said hopefully: "Have you been fighting?"

are good examples of the resultative perfect progressive. 12

2.4.3. The frequency of the present perfect progessive seems to be rather

low. it appears to be a marked form, more emotional and emphatic than

the simple form, used mostly in colloquial style for the sake of emotional

colouring and emphasis. 13 Moreover, it is frequently possible to substitute

the simple form for the progressive form without much change in meaning.

The distinction seems to be aspectual. E. g. :
(43) He' s visited me lately,

(44) Who's been visiting you lately?
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The simple form can denote a single act whereas the progressive form

expresses iterativeness.

2.4.4. In (32), (35), (44) the perfect progressive cannot be replaced either

by the preterit simple or progressive, mainly because of the adverbials

including the present moment. In (34), (36), (40) the preterit progressive

would wrongly suggest a definite period in the past.

The preterit progressive can be used instead of the present perfect

progressive in (34), (38), (39). (41). (42) without essentially distorting

the meaning, though it chaages the speaker's angle of looking upon the

events. When using the present perfect progressive the speaker insists on

the present results of some past action, when using the past progressive

he concentrates on the pastness of the action.

2. 4. 5. The SC equivalents of the present perfect progressive are both

prezent and perfekt, duration being expressed by SC imperfective verbs,

incompletion by SC present of imperfective verbs..

(32 SC) Mad sam prestala punti stain* dobivam na
(34 SC) Netko mi krade Wig*.

(35 SC) Ti mi nanosiii bol altavo vrijeme otkalco smo u braku.

(36 SC) Na ovo aekam ve6 godinama.

(37 SC) Iscrpljen sam. itav dart sam radio.
(38 SC) Netko je sjedio nu. mojcsj

(39 SC) Netko mi je jeo kaki.

(40 SC) Ona i ja ve6 dosta dug* hodamo.

(41 SC) Da predjemo na stvar. da sam se o vama raspitivao.

(42 SC) Kad se Tommy to ve6eri vratio ku6i, majka ugleda

izgrebeno lice i nateeeni nos i react puns nade:

".less li se tukao?"
(43 SC) On me Lenedavno posjetio.

(44 SC) Tko vas le u zed* vrijeme posjedivaa?
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2.5. As was shown in the course of this analysis, both the present perfect

simple and progressive are frequently used with certain time adverbials

and adverbial expressions. It seems advisable to deal with them separately

because, on the one hand, they can serve es a useful teaching device, and

on the other, just because they have been extensively used in teaching there

are certain oversimplifications in their treatment. One of the well-known

misconceptions is that there are time adverbial. which always and

invariably signal the present perfect tense. This is unfortunately not true

as there is no time adverbial in English which would combine with a single

tense only. However, there is a group of adverbials which are generally

used with the present tenses (including the present perfect) but not with the past

tenses. Moreover, owing to their meaning these adverbials are quite

frequently associated with the present perfect. It should be a great help in

teaching to point them out.

2. 5.1. The adverbials and the adverbial expressions which, as a rule, do

not combine with the past tenses are. kte so far, up to now, 21. within

the last+ a time expression. within the past + a time expression, since,this is

the first time...

(45) Nothing has happened het;

(46) Whom else have you been talking to since I saw you?

(4?) "Oh, the way I've spent my life so far" said Luke.

(411) Has he been making a fool of himself lately?

(49) This is the first time I' ye been invited to the party.
(50) I' ve done so much work within the last few days.

2. 5.1. 1. The SC equivalents are perfect of imperfective and perfective verbs

or prezent of imperfective verbs.

0
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(45 SC) Jog se Mita nije dogodilo.

(46 SC) S kim si jog razgovarao otkako sam to vidio?

_(47 SC) Kad samo promislim u to mile gavot do sada protekao.

(48 SC) Da Ii pravl budalu od sebe u *felled* vrijeme?
(49 SC) Ovo je prvi put to su me pozvaIi na zabavu. 14

(SO SC) U zadnjih nekoIlko dans mnogo sam toga napravila.

The stress should be laid on the SC adverbials which in SC as well as in

English express a period of time up to the present moment (or in the case

of kAthey include the present moment).

2. 5. 2. All the time adverbials which will be discussed from now on readily

combine with the present, past, and future tenses. But since the present

analysis is concerned with the present/past time opposition, the use of the

adverbials will be discussed only in this connection.

The adverbial now is abundantly used both with the present perfect and the

present tenses, but it can occasionally even be found with the preterit.

(51) I' ve had enough of it now.

(52) Now I have forgotten what I was going to say.

(53) What' s he studying now? Is he studying science?

(54) The telephone works well now.

(55) "Of course I haven't forgotten, s your birthday."
"You just thought of it nowt"

2. 5.2. I. The SC equivalents are either prezent or perfekt.

(51 SC) Sad mi le toga dosta.

The mixture of "pastness" and "presentness" in (51) is completely absent

from the SC equivalent because it is. neither comprised in the adverb sada

nor in the verbal form. Under the influence of the source language

construction the SC learner will tend to say. I have enough of it now. , which

is possible but not the same as (51).

(52 SC) Sad sam zaboravio to sam htio rea.
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2.5.3. The adverbials beginning with for are generally associated with

the present perfect tenses, although they can also be used freely with

the past tenses.

(56) I have not seen you for ages.

(57) She has been sitting there for two hours doing nothing.

The use of the preterit usually results in a difference in meaning.

(58) It rained icr three days.

The statement suggests that it is not raining any longer. In fact the action

could have taken place in quite a remote past. The present perfect instead

of the preterit in (58) would suggest that it started raining three days ago

and that it is still raining or it has just stopped.

However, since the adverbials of this kind denote duration, the restrictions

on their use are not purely temporal.

2.5.3.1. The SC equivalent of the for + adverbial expression15 is usually

present butyerfekt is also possible. However it is the SC adverb ved that

serves as a signal in this case.

(58 SC) Nisam to vidjela ved sto godina. (ved jako dugo)

(57 SC) Tu ved sjedi dva seta i nilta ne radi.

2 5. 4. Similarly the interrogative adverbial how long is used with the

present perfect tense when the action is related with the present time, with

the past tense when such relation does not exist.

(59) How long have you known her? (up to now)

(60) HoliczaL.t know her? (at some time in the past
but not at the present moment. She might be dead)

(61) For how long haven't you seen her?

2 5.4.1. The SC equivalents of how long + present perfect in English

rq prezent and less frequently perfekt. The equivalent of how long + preterit

a,: always perfekt.
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(59 SC) Otkad je poznajea?

(60 SC) Ko liko &go si je poznavao?

(61 SC) Otkad je nisi vidio?

Due to the source language interference the SC learners will tend to

say: *How long do you know her? which is incorrect.

2.5.5. The adverbials always, ever, never, combine both with the present

perfect and preterit. Leaving apart the instances where the preterit

clearly refers to the past time sphere such as

(62) When he was at the seaside last year he never went swimming.,

there seem to be a large number of cases, especially in American English,

in which the present perfect and preterit can be used interchangeably with

no difference in meaning.

(63) Have you ever seen something like this?

(63a) Did you ever see something like this?

(64) It's never bothered me.

(64a) It never bothered me.

However, there is always a potential difference, which, when conditioned

by the situation or context, becomes obvious. E. g.

(65) She always wore a dark blue dress with a white collar. ,

in a proper context implies either that she is dead now or else that we are

speaking of a definite past period. 16

2.5.5.1. In Serbo-Croatian perfekt is the only equivalent.

(63+63a SC) Jesi U ikada vidio nett° sliano?

(64+64a SC) To me nikad nije uznemiravalo.

The interference of the SC construction cannot do much harm here because,

apart from a few cases, the perfect and the past tense can be used

indiscriminately with the above adverbials.
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2.5.6. The present perfect tense in combination with the adverbial Lit_

expresses an action completed in the immediate past. Just is used with the

preterit with no apparent difference in meaning.

(66) My sister has just been telling me about you.

(67) Did you see anything of rummy professor round

here? - He just went out.

At this point again there seems to be a difference in usage between British

and American English. In British English jut is practically restricted

to the present perfect whereas its use with the preterit appears to be

frequent in American English.

2.5.6.1. SC =alit is the only equivalent of ust t resent erfect, as het

really denotes past time.

(66 SC) Sestra mi je upravo o yams govorila.

(67 SC) Jeste ii negdje u blizini vidjeli nekog ialavog

profesora? - Upravo je

The tendency on the part of the SC learners to use the preterit all the

time will not cause great harm in this case either.

2.5.7. With such adverbial expressions as today, tonight, this week .

this year the distinction seems to be based on the time at which the

utterance is being made. if it is made within the period of time in question

the present perfect should be used if the relevant period is over when

the utterance is made the past tense should be used.

(68) 1' ye bought two dozen eggs this morning. (it is still morning)

(69) I met Mr. Brown this morning. (it is afternoon or evening)

However this distinction does not always hold, so that the perfect and preterit

seem to be used indiscriminately with no difference in meaning when the
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utterance is made within the relevant period of time.

(70) r ye been here tonight.

(71) I was here tonight.

British and American usage appear to differ here too. British English

prefers the traditional distinctions which are gradually being abolished by

American English.

2.5.7. 1. In Serbo-Croatian perfelct is used indiscriminately.

(68 SC) Jutros sam kupio dva tuceta jaja.

(69 SC) Jutros sam srela g. Browns.

(70+71 SC) Veeeras sam bio ovdje.

The tendency of SC learners to disregard the distinction observed by very

careful speakers is not of much consequence in this case.

2. 5.8. Adverbials such as recently, already, before, and the adverbials of

frequency often, frequently, seldom are used both with the perfect and preterit

their use being indicated by the context.

(72) We haven' t seen any of you recently. (up to now)

(73) Did you hear anything from Marigold recently? -

Not for some years.
(74) I' ve often meant to drop you a lire.

2. 5. 8. 1. Perfekt Is once again the only verbal equivalent used in Serbo-

Croatian.

(72 SC) U posljednje vrijeme nismo vidjeli nikoga od vas.

(73 SC) Je U yam se Marigold javljala u posljednje vrlleme?

Ne, nije ved nekoliko godina.
(74 SC) test° sam ti se htio javiti.

The SC learners will tend to use the preterit invariably. These and

similar instances where a SC construction is used as an equivalent of two

semantically different English structures are most difficult for the speakers
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of SC to grasp.

2. 5. 9. A large number of time adverbial' combine equally freely with the

present perfect simple and progressive. They are, to mention only a few,

.toc tonight, this year this past week, always, lately, recently. E.g. ,

compare:

(30) 1' ye been reading your letter tonight.

(28) r ye put on ray new dress tonight.

On the other hand, the adverbials which are usually associated only with

the resultative perfect simple, such as never, ever. once, twice. once or

twice, kat, just now, already, are hardly ever used with the perfect

progressive. The adverbials denoting an uninterrupted period of time, such

as since + a time expression, for + a time expression, in my life. all this

time. all day long seem to be more frequently used with the present perfect

progressive than with the present perfect simple.

(75) She was the nicest girl I've ever seen in my life.

(76) What have you been doing for the last few weeks?

2. 5. 9. 1, In Serbo-Croatian there is a difference in the verbal aspect.

(30 SC) Veaeras sam aitala tvoje pismo, (imperfective)
(75 SC) Ona je bile najzgodnija djevojka koju sam u tivotu

vidio. (perfective)

(76 SC) gto ste radii! ovih zadnjih nekoliko tjedana? (imperfective)

2.6. Both the present perfect simple and progressive are used in

subordinate clauses:

Object clause:
(77) They might think that we' ye quarreled.

(76) ye been told that you' ye been having a bit of trouble.
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Attributive clause:

(79) That's the most beautiful sunset I've ever seen. 11

(80) This is the place I've been telling you about.

Adverbial clause of comparison:

(81) You' ve done more work than we have.

(82) After all he has been practicing more than I have.

Conditional clause:

(83) He'll certainly come to the meeting if he' s arrived.

(84) If he has been telling Iles why don' t you have it out with him.

Adverbial clause of time:
(85) ye never looked at any woman except Myra since

I' ye been married.

(86) We' ve had no trouble since I' ve been working here.

2. 6. 1. The SC equivalents are either present or perfekt.

(77 SC) Mogll bi pomisllti da smo se posvadili.
(78 SC) Niatn da incate neprilika.

(79 SC) To je najljepiii zapad sunca koji sam ilcad vidio.

(80 SC) Ovo je mjesto o kojem sam ti govorio.

(81 SC) Vi ate napravili vile_posla nego mi.

(82 SC) Konadno on Idetba vise nego ja.

(83 SC) Sigurno de dodi na sastanak ako je stigao.

(84 SC) Alto late zaito to ne rasdistig s
(85 SC) ?liked nisarn pogledao nijednu tem °aim Myra otkako

smo u braku.

(86 SC) Nismo ;mall neprilika otkako ovdje radim.

The SC equivalents rarely comprise the meaning of "pastness and presentness'

which is so characteristic of the English present perfect. That is why the

interference of the source language construction will cause the SC learners

to say:
(78 b) m told that you are having a bit of trouble.

(82 b) After all he practices more than 1 do.
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(84 IA If he is telling lies why don' t you have it out with him.

(78 B), (82 B) and (84 B) are correct but different from (78), (82) and (84).

Since this difference is not at all reflected in Serbo-Croatian, this is one

of the more intricate uses of the present perfect for the SC learners to

master. Fortunately it is not a very important use and the interference does

not cause a very serious error.

2. 6. 2 The present perfect simple is used to refer to the future time sphere

in time clauses introduced by after, before, as soon as until, when.

(87) I'll give yoll.my decision after I' ve discussed the matter
with my family.

(88) Have some more whisky when you ye finished that but

don' t let Jim get at it.
(89) I'll call you as soon as I've finished.

Ir. the above sentences the present perfect is used to denote an obvious future

action_ There is an overlap here between the perfect tense and the present,

which is often substituted for the perfect in time clauses of this type even

though the meaning is slightly different.

The difference is again in the way the speaker looks upon the action in the

t.,,,isclause. If he thinks of it as merely taking place in the future time

period he will use the present when referring to it,

(89 13) I'll call you as soon as I finish.

if, on the other hand, he pictures the action as finished at some time in the

future he will use the present perfect.

(89) 1'11 call you as soon as I' ve finished.
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3.6.2.1. As might be expected in Serbo-Croatian prezent of perfective

verbs is used as an equivalent of the English present perfect in this type of...
construction.18

(87 SC) Real au yam svoju odluka nakon Ito porazgovorim

sa svojoa obitallt
(88 SC) Ksd popijete Lid viski innate jai, all punts da

ga se ne deeps.
(88 SC) Zvat du vas aim savrilim.

The tendency of the SC learners to use the present tense invariably is

harmless in this particular case.

3. Conclusion

3.1. However intricate and complex the subject of the present perfect tense

and its use might be for the speakers of Serbo-Croatian, certain recurring

regularities worth noting have emerged in the course of this analysis.

3.2. The Serbo-Croatian equivalents of the continuative perfect are prezent

and perfekt of imperfective verbs, the equivalent of the resultative perfect

is generally perfekt of perfective verbs.

3.3. The present perfect tense can in a number of its standard uses ibe

replaced by the preterit. This tendency is particularly pronounced in American

English. in the majority of such cases the use of the preterit inetead of the

present perfect does not cause ambiguity or any considerable difference in

meaning because of the existence of other signals such as adverbials and

context which make the meaning clear. The SC equivalent in all such cases

seems to be perfekt which will result in a tendency oa the part of SC learners

to use the preterit. Thus, in this particular field of usage the damage which

can be caused by the interference of the source language construction is not

great.
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However, the frequent occurrence of the SC perfekt ..a an equivalent of

the Eng' . iresent perfect might lead to the erroneous identification of

the two tenses in all their various features of meaning and usage. This, in

turn, might cause the wrong use of the present perfect in such situations

or contexts where the SC perfekt refers to the past time sphere.

3.4. Likewise the present perfect can be replaced by the present tense in

time clauses when it is used to express a future action. There is only a

slight difference in meaning. in all such cases the SC equivalent is.m.e&t.

Consequently, the interference is harmless.

3.5. The use of the present perfect is obligatory when it expresses an

activity or state happening in a time period extending from the past up to

the present including the present moment. The present perfect is then usually

accompanied by the adverbials which are very frequently associated with the

present perfect. Apparently in all such cases the SC equivalent is

present e corresponding adverbials. The interference of the source language

may cause the learners to use the English present tense which is incorrect

and should be prevented by careful teaching.

3.6. There is a group of adverbials and adverbial expressions which do not

seem to collocate with the past tenses and are most frequently used with the

present perfect. They and their SC equivalents should be used as helpful

signals in teaching the present perfect to the speakers of Serbo-Croatian.

3.7. There still remain a large number of uses of the present perfect tense

with or without adverbials in which the substitution of any other tense would

result in a different meaning. In the majority of such cases in SC equivalents

there does not seem to be anything to suggest the use of the present perfect

1r4 .4,1ish. On the contrary, there is usually a very strong interference from

source language constructions, leading to bad usage. These are the cases
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that teaching ought to concentrate on.

4. Pedagoecal Implications

4.1. The present perfect tense should not be taught extensively at the early

stages of learning, at least not before the learners have thoroughly mastered

the preterit. Occasional examples should be treated as phrases, lexically 1S

4.2. The present perfect progressive could be neglected, i.e. only treated

lexically, at the early stages of learning. There is a danger of SC learners

using the present perfect progressive every time the prezent of imperfective

verbs in Serbo-Croatian suggests the use of the perfect tense in Engliah.

This is wrong because the SC prczent of imperfective verbs also stands for the

continuative present perfect simple. Later, at the more advanced levels,

the aspectual differences between the present perfect simple and progressive

should be gradually introduced, comparion with Serbo-Croatian might be

found helpful.

4.3. SC learners should first be taught when not to use thepresentperfect

tense because this gives them something to rely upon in this tangle. They

should be taught the adverbials which are mainly used with the rr eterit, those

denoting a definite past time, such as sib last year. yesterday, in + the name

of a month, on + a date. on + the name of a day, when as an interrogative

A comprehensive list of these adverbials and adverbial expressions should be

compiled and drilled in combination with the preterit. They could be practiced

by means of substitution tables, questions and answers, simple short

conversations or narratives about actual events in the past and in various

other ways.

4. 4. The learners should be discouraged from associating the SC perfekt

with the English perfect as its correspondent. They might be led into doing
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that by the word-for-word formal similarity between the SC perfeict and the

English present perfect (auxiliary 4. participle). To prevent this the English

preterit should be taught first and associated with a definite past period.

This, in turn, will lead the SC learners to associate the preterit with the SC

perfekt whose main use is to denote past time. At more advanced stages of

learning certain features of usage (3.3.) may came this confusion to recur. In

order to forestall the error a large number of unambiguous and contextualized

exercises should be provided both with the present perfect and preterit and

the use of the two tenses should be analyzed and compared.

4.5. When actual teaching of the present perfect is started, it should

concentrate on the obligatory uses of the present perfect. Since in this

particular case there is a danger of interfereiwe from the SC present tense,

the elementary drills should all be constructed with the adverbials which most

frequently accompany the present perfect in this feature of its use. At more

advanced levels it might be useful to point out the ideas and concepts for

whose expression a native speaker of English would use the present perfect.

It could also be mentioned that because of the absence of the means to express

su..1, ideas in Serbo-Croatian the speakers of Serbo-Croatian tend to use either

present or preterit in English, since in Serbo-Croatian present and Mi&

are the two most frequent equivalents of the English present perfect.

4.6. Only later, when the elementary use has been mastered should more

complex uses be introduced. After imitation and repetition, drills with

substitution .ables, questions and answers with the present perfect tense, a

series of exercises should be compiled in which the perfect tense and the

past tense could be practiced in parallel. (One type could consist of questions

with ,resent perfect tense, the first answer in the present perfect, the
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second in the past tense giving a definite point of past time. E. g. Have you

written to him? Yee, 1 have. 1 wrote yesterday.) It is most important for all

such exercises to be unambiguous and to have enough context to trigger off

the use of the right tense in the learners' minds.

4 .77. At more advanced stages the SC adverbial equivalents of the English

adverbial' used with the present perfect might be pointed out. Translation

exercises might even be introduced, both from SC into English and vice versa,

with special attention being paid to the adverbials signalling the use of the

present perfect. (E. g. ved, *tusk* + a time expression/clause)

Another exercise should consist of questions with how long... 9 and answers to

them; still another of a substitution table with within the Iset/pacit.... or it's

the first time.... There should also be an exercise consisting of questions with

how maw times ? and answers containing once,twice, three times, once or

twice.

4.9. Still later attention should be directed to the more intricate differences

in meaning between the constructions with the present perfect and the preterit.

The exercises and drills should be constructed in such a way as to bring out

the difference in meaning. The way such distinctions are expressed in Serbo.

Croatian, or their absence might be pointed out to advanced learners. It

might also be useful at this stage to analyze and discuss the actual usage of

native speakers.

4.9. The present perfect tense is a tense that takes a long time and much

Patience to master. Only after constant and repeated practice can we hope

to develop something of a "feel" for the present perfect tense.
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NOTES
1. Some linguists use the term tense only for the forms which are

morphologically marked, such as the present simple and preterit.
There are, indeed, a number of alternative, perhaps more suitable
"names" for the present perfect. Joos (The English Verb, 1984) uses
the term phase for the English perfect; for Allen (The Verb System of

Present-Day American English, 1968) the label verb-cluster is used
of any verb group consisting of a verb form and one or more preceding

auxiliaries. B. Strang (Modern English Structure, 1962) e.g. uses the
term finite verb-phrase.
Notwithstanding the unsuitability of the term tense as applied to the

English present perfect, we have decided to use it in this analysis for

the simple reason of avoiding confusion since it has been agreed to rely
as much as possible upon traditional terminology in reports of this type.

2. The properties of the present perfect tense have led some linguists, both
British and American, to assign it to the category of aspect rather
than tense proper, in the sense that aspect "indicates the manner in which

the action denoted by the verb is considered as being carried out."
(B. Strang, Modern English Structure, p. 143)

M Ridjanovi6, in his dissertation "A Synchronic Study of Verbal Aspect

in English and Serbo-Croatian", discusses the possibility of the Eng lath

present perfect being an aspectual category and comes to the conclusion
that the English perfect cannot be considered an aspectual categpry

in its own right." (pp. 42-43)

3. According to Brabec-Hraste-21vkovi6, Gramatika hrvatsko-sr leat
Jezika, 1952, p. 249 the SC perfekt can also be used to express an
action in the past having results in the present. This is the so called
prezentski perfekt whose name in E translation equates to present
perfect. The following sentence from Brabec-Hraste-2ivkovi6,

Jedno mjesto u zslivu Mena, gdje su gore s obje

strane zaliv vrlo stijesnile, zove se Verige.,
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gives in English:

A place in the bay below Risan, where the bay is squeezed

very tightly by the mountains on both sides, is called Verlge.
The real English equivalent of this perfekt is the present. in addition

this use of the SC perfekt is only marginal and is restricted to the cases
where a present state is being described.
However there is another more relevant possibility of current relevance

being expressed by the SC Eerfekt, in the same way as it can be expressed

by the English resultative perfect.

E. g. Stao mi je sat. - My watch has stopped.

Jo§ ga niacin vidio. - I have not seen him yet.

This correspondence could be a help in teaching, but at the same time

one must beware of the dangers that such "thin" correspondences present
for the learner, who is only too eager to generalize.

4. English examples have been numbered. The SC equivalents are marked
by the same number as the corresponding E sentences with the
addition of SC. The sentences marked a are in the preterit and are used

for comparison with identical sentences in the perfect. The sentences

marked b are in the present tense and are used for comparison with

identical sentences containing the present perfect tense. The sentences

marked with an asterisk are incorrect.

5. The present perfect does not seem to be completely impossible in
combination with long ago.

E. g. It' s a wonder they haven't found that out long ago.

This use, however, is marginal and should be neglected in teaching'

6. The SC perfekt would not affect the meaning very much here because c f

the adverbial.

7. SC learners will invariably use present progressive in rendering this
and similar sentences into English. That is why it might be advisible

to avoid such instances without signals at the early stages of teaching.

When presented they should always be contextualized since context

is the only possible signal in these cases.
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8. It might be interesting to mention at this point that it was very difficult

to compile a body of purely continuative and purely resultative examples

of the present perfect. The present perfect acccompanied by the appropriate
.Adverbial can be clearly continuative.

(6) My family has lived here since 1750.

But as soon as the adverbial is removed the "continuativeness" is

blunted and the "resultativeness" comes to the fore.
My family has lived here. ,

can be considered as resultative. My family does not live here now but

they have left visible traces, or they remember the place.
If the situation is reversed this change of reference also works. <

E. g. I've studied in London. (resultative)
I' ve studied in London all these years. (continuative)

The above observations in fact tend to point out that the categories of the

continuative and resultative present perfect are not at all so clearly
separated as they are usually made to appear. On the contrary there is an
imperceptible gradation from clearly continuative to clearly resultative
uses with a large area of uncertainty.

Corresponding adverbial, are often resorted to in order to make the
meaning either clearly continuative or clearly reaultative.
There also seems to be another feature which plays a role in this respect.
It is the lexical content of the verb itself, by which we mean those

components of meaning which correspond to "lmperfectiveness ",

"perfectiveness" and "iterativeness" when speaking of SC verbs. This
aspectual feature of the English verb, the way it is manifested in the
present perfect simple and progressive, and the connection, if any,
with the SC aspectual categories might be worth analyzing, but are beyond

the scope of the present paper.

9. Some linguists object to this explanation traditionally attached to the

resultative present perfect, as it is rather vague and far-fetched to
explain sentences such as (16), (20) and many others in terms of results.
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However although we agree that the classification continuative/resultative

is a rather poor pragmatic device to cover obvious semantic differences

(as shown in note 8 above) we have decided to keep it at the present stage

of research since it has proved to be a useful teaching device.

10. It would be worth while probing into this matter more deeply and finding

out how far the usage varies in the two idioms and on which points they

diverge most.

11. This ved is different from ved in (1SC), (2SC), (6SC),Iete. In (27SC) it

is the equivalent of the adverb already whereas in (1SC), (2SC), (8SC) OM

it is strictly speaking, no equivalent of any particular word.of phrase but

it may be inserted in SC equivalents of English solar-aces containing

since + a time expression, or for + a time expression to emphasize the
continuity of the time period. It should be made clear in teaching that

every ved in Serbo-Croatian need not have already as an equivalent in

English.

Likewise a confusion in the use of the adverbialszt and still can easily
crop up since they both can have SC, st as their equivalent. However
still is only rarely used with the present perfect. This should be pointed
out in teaching in addition to special features of the use of both adverbials.

12. The resultative perfect simple and progiessive differ aspectually. The
action or process expressed by the resultative perfect progressive,
although completed before the point now, has duration or is repeated in

the period extending from the past up to the present moment. Like the

resultative perfect simple it has strong current relevance.

13. The present perfect and particularly the present perfect progressive
seem to be almost entirely restricted to the conversational style. This
hypothesis has been recently attested by two counts, which although
small-scale and not very comprehensive, are still quite persuasive on

this point. (Report on a Verb-Form Frequency Count, 19631 S. Vojvoda,
Prilog problemu prevodjenja srpskohrvatskog per fekta na engleski

jezik, Codilinjak Pedago9ke akademlje u Nikil6u, I, 1969.)
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Of the two, the progressive is much rarer. According to the "Report
on a Verb-Form Frequency Count", 1963, the frequency of the present

perfect progressive is 0. 07 % compared with 1. 82 % for the present

perfect simple. The count was undertaken on 108, 783 verb forms.

14. This is only one of the possible equivalents of (49). The others are:

Ovo je prvi put da me zovu na zabavu.

Ovo je prvi put da sam pozvana na zabavu.

There is no appreciable difference in meaning among the three SC
variants.

IS. In this.ease for does not convey the meaning which it has in the following

sentence:

How long did he come here for? He came for three years.

The SC equivalent of this for is na or za:

Na kako dugo je do§ao ovamo? Na tri Bodine.

We should beware of the confusion in teaching.

16. British English still seems to be more careful and "pedantic" with
respect to the use of these adverbials with the perfect or preterit. if
It is necessary to express the idea of "presentness" or current relevance
the present perfect is generally used in British English even though the
use of the preterit would not create ambiguity.

17. In this particular pattern, i.e. when a relative clause including ever
follows a superlative both the present perfect simple and the preterit

can be used without change in meaning. Thus we can say:

(79a) That' s the most beautiful sunset I ever saw.

With any other time indicator in the construction only the present perfect

should be used.

E. g. This is the best book I've read in years.

18. Futur H is also possible but not usual.
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19. Examples of the present perfect, both simple and progressive, will

necessarily occur very early if the teaching method is based on

present-day colloquial English and the approach is oral. It is almost
impossible to make up a natural conversation or dialogue, however

simple, without having to resort at least once to the present perfect.
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Gordana Garrilovid (University of Sarajevo)

LINKING BE + PREDICATIVE CLAUSE IN ENGLISH AND CORRESPONDING
STRUCTURES IN SERBO-CROATIAN

1. This paper will consider the E structures and their SC translation

equivalents in which linking be is followed by a clause functioning as the

nominal part of the predicate. Three main types of clauses that occur

as predicatives are: 1. that clauses, 2. as clauses, and 3. question word

clauses (a. dependent interrogative clauses, b. reduced relative clauses).

(l) The fact is that he is not mature enough.

injenica je da nije dovoljno zreo.

(2) Everything is as it should be.

Sve je kao lito treba.

(3a) The question is whether he was right.

Pitanje je da u pravu.

(3b) This is where he lives.

2. The subject of the sentence containing a predicate clause is either a

(pro)noun (usually nouns such as fact, question, problem, concern,

etc.), a noun group, a noun clause, or most frequently a demonstrative,

here, this or that. A question word clause is introduced by how, what,

where, who, when, and if or whether.

3. Clauses introduced by "that":

(4) The trouble he does not understand us.

toNevolja jelu me Ito nas on ne razurnije.
to

(5) The problem is that he does not work.
1taj

Problem je u tomeiito on ne radi.
o

kti
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1

(6) The thing is that he will not come.

Stvar je u tome gto on nede dodi.

The difference between the E and SC constructions may cause some

trouble to the SC learner of E. The use of the SC correlative group

Lai, ta, or u tome (Ito varies to a certain degree and depends on, the subject- =1M10

of the sentence. Nevolja and problem can take any of the possible

combinations and the use of tal, ta, to, or u tome is non-obligatory. We

can very well say. "Nevolja je gto nas on ne razurnije", whereas stvar demands

u tome gto unconditionally. To overcome this problem the SC learner of

E should neglect the first part of the correlative group ;i. e. LAI ta, to

and u tome and express only gto as that.

4. In some cases we can find a uniform possibility of omission

of the first part of the correlative group.

(6) The problem is how he will console her.

Problem je (u tome) kako de je on utjegiti.

(7) The problem is when he will finish his work.
Problem je (u tome) kada de on zavrgiti svoj posao.

(8) The problem is where he will find her.

Problem je (u tome) Vitae je on neat.
(9) Her problem is who will help her.

Njen problem je (u tome) ko de joj pomodi.

4. Clauses introduced by "what": E what: SC ono (Ito

(10) Character is what we are.

Karakter je ono gto smo.

(11) Her dreams are what she does not remember any more.
Njeni snovi su ono aega se ona vige ne sjeda.

(12) Failures are what we least hope.

Neuspjesi su ono demu se najmanje nadamo.

(13) Her main interest is wl is usually no concern of hers.
Najvige je :anima ono gto je se obigno ne tide.

ki
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(14) His main point is what we discussed yesterday.

Njegova glavna misao je one o emu smo juaer raspravijali.
(15) His latest book is what he is really proud of.

Njegova posljednja kajiga je ono aims se on zaista ponosi.

The SC speaker of E is likely to transfer SC ono Ito, Le a, aemo, Ito.

o emu or Lime into E that what, To avoid this the learner should

express only the second part of the correlative group and bear in mind

that whatever its form in SC, the E counterpart is what. Because of the

striking difference in form between the nominative and accusative Ito

and the oblique cases iamb emu etc., many learners may miss the

paradigmatic connection between it* and its other case forms. Once they

are made to realise this connection they will have less trouble expressing

Legs, emu etc. as what.

The E learner of SC may have more difficulties with the SC correlative

groups as they vary in form and their cases depend on the finite verb of

the predicate clause.

One of the uses of the predicate clauses Introduced by what is that of

placing emphasis on a part of the sentence.

The emphatic variant of: He wants this. On ho6e ovo.

is: This is what he wants. Ovo on ho6e.

In SC this is achieved by a change of word order.

5. Clauses introduced by "how":

(16) The question is how he explains it.

Pitanje je kako on to objainjava.

(17) The question is.show often he visits her.

Pitanje je kako je on aesto posje6uje.(
52
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As is seen from these examples there will not be any difficulties for

the SC learner of E. But when the E sentence is introduced by this,

that or here, this kind of construction may be quite a problem for the

learner of E.

(18) This is how he describes it.

Evo kako on to opisuje. or: On to opisuje ovako.

(19) That is how he imagined it.

Eto kako je on to semi:Mao. or: On je to tako zamililjao.

(20) Here is how he did it.

Evo kako je on to uradio. or: On je to ovako uradio.

Since evo,' eto re frequently used in SC, attention should be given to this

particular rendering of these words with enough practice to bring home

to the learners the relationship of evo, eto to this Is..., that Is...,

here is... When the E sentence is introduced by this, that or here,

then its SC counterpart is evo, eto or evo, or the construction "verb"+ovako.

tako.

If we put the sentence introduced by this, that or here + what clause into

the negative or interrogative form, we get the correlative group one to

in SC.

(21) This is what he is looking for.

Evo lita on trati. or: To je ono to on trail.
(22) This is not what he is looking for.

To nije ono Bto on trait

(23) Is this what he is looking for?

Je H to ono itto on trail?

. 7..

or: To nije gto on trail.

or: Je li to itto on trail?
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6. Clauses introduced by "why ":

(24) That is why I left early.

Eto rat° sam rano krenuo. or Zato sam rano krenuo.

Clauses introduced by "where'

(25) This is where he works.

Evo gdje on radi. or: Onikon radi.

The usual mistake that the SC learner of E makes is that in using a

dependent interrogative clause the learner will very likely use the same

inversion in the E construction as he uses in its SC counterpart. Thus.

the word order in the dependent clause will bv the same as that of the

interrogative sentenne. Difficulties are very likely since SC does not

distinguish the main clause question order from the dependent clause

question order, either by order or by any other marker, and since the

main-clause question order is usually taught before the dependent-clause

question order.

(26) Sarno misli na to kada de idi kudi.

*The only thing he thinks about is when will he go home.

Instead of:
The only thing he thinks about is when he will go home.

The learner should be made to assimilate this important grammatical

feature of E which is opposed to SC through a long series of carefully

planned exercises.

Another difficulty for the SC learner of E is presented by sequence of

tenses in predicate clauses in relation to the main clause. As this forms

part of a special topic under the present Project, we will not concern

ourselves with it in this paper.

i:
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NOTE

1. According to Lees (The Grammar of En lish Nominalizations, Mouton.

The Hague 1988. p. 90) the clause "where he lives" comes from the

relative clause modifying an understood noun, in this case "place",

5 5 -
4 4.1.
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Omer Hadiiselimovie (University of Sarajevo)

ENGLISH INTRANSITIVE VERBS vs. SERBO-CROATIAN REFLEXIVE
VERBS

This paper is concerned with some features of correspondence between E

intransitive verbs and SC reflexive verbs, since this relationship seems

to cause some difficulty to SC learners of B. We will be dealing with

intransitive uses of ordinarily transitive verbs as well as with 'pure

intransitives, i. e. verbs that cannot have a direct object, such as appear,

fall, go, rise, etc .

I. A great many verbs that are intransitive or used intransitively in E have

reflexive verbs as equivalents in SC:

(I) The children are playing in the park.
Djeca se igraju u parka.

(2) The door suddenly opened and the teacher entered.

Vrata su se iznenada otvorila i nastavnilc je

(3) Cheekbone and jaw showed in hard outline.

Jagodica i vines se ukazale u °Prom obrisu.
(4) The coastline stretched for miles towards the south.

Obala se pruiala miljama ka jugu.

2. "Pure" reflexive verbs, that is those that require a reflexive pronoun,

are much less numerous in E than in SC. Some such verbs in E are

absent oneself (from) - udaljiti se (od, 12)1

assert oneself - iota& se, zahtijevati evoje pravo
avail oneself (of) - koristiti se
bear oneself - drlati se, ponalati se
bestir oneself - razmrdati se, napregnuti se
betake oneself - djenuti se

bethink oneself - proznisUti se, sjetiti se
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busy oneself (with) - baviti se poslom, poslovatl

comport oneself - viadati se, ponaiati se
compose oneself - smiriti se

conduct oneself - viadati se, ponaiati se
demean oneself - poniziti se

deport oneself - ponagati se, driati se
perjure oneself - krivo se zakleti
pique oneself - naljutiti se, uvrijediti se
plume oneself - razmetati se
pride oneself (on) - ponositi se, gorditi se

It should be noted that some of these verbs are used exclusively with a reflexive

pronoun (perjure oneself? pride oneself), whereas in some other verbs from

the list there is a change of meaning if they are employed without a reflexive

pronoun (assert. bear. compose). The counterparts of all these E reflexives

in SC are commonly reflexive verbs, although one and the same E verb can

be rendered into SC with either a reflexive verb or a non-reflexive synonym;

(5) During the interval he tried to compose himself.
Za vrijeme pauze nastojao je da se pribere.

(6) She prides herself on her ability to sew.

Ona se ponosi svojom sposobnobeu da bije.

(7) He bethought himself to do that.

Namnio je /smislio je da to uradi.

(8) She betook herself to another place.

Willa je u drugo mjesto.

In view of these examples one must draw the attention of SC learners to the

fact that some SC non-reflexives have reflexive verbs corresponding to them

in E. In preparing teaching materials the best policy would be to list a number

of such cases.
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3. Generally, the reflexive pronoun is employed in E "when we think of a

person or thing as acting on himself or itself'', whereas the non-reflexive,

i.ransitive form is used "when the idea of an action pure and simple, or a
2development or result presents itself to our mind. following two

sentences can help illustrate this point:

(9) The young man applied himself to the study of medicine.

Mladi eovjeic se predao studiju medicine.

(10) They applied to a policeman for help.

Obratili su se policajcu za poinoa.

It may readily be assumed that SC speakers will tend to say, in sentence 2.,

* They applied themselves to a policeman... ; which is incorrect.

4. This tendency in E of moving away from the reflexive form towards an

intransitive form whenever there is a logical or semantic justification for

it is not encountered in SC, where reflexive verbal usage is far more

widespread:

(11) The aircraft crashed in the Himalayas.
Avion se srugio u Himalajima.

(12) Making shoes does not pay in this town.

Izradjivanje cipela se ne isplati u ovom gradu.

(13) The partisans fought against the enemy.

Partizani su se borili protiv neprijatelja.

5. In general, SC reflexive verbs can be divided into three math groups:

a. true' reflexives (pravi povratni glagoli)

b. quasi. reflexives (nepravi povratni glagoli)
c. reciprocal reflexives (uzajamno povratni glagoli)

a. True reflexive verbs are those that show an action performed by the

subject on itself the subject and the object are the same portion or thing:

(14) Ovaj se ueenik hvali kad god razgovarate 8 njim.

This pupil boasts whenever you talk to him.
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(15) Oprao se 6.1m je dohs° 1061.

He washed as soon as he came home.

SC "true" reflexives usually correspond to E intransitives, as is shown in the

above examples, but this kind of SC reflexives can also have E reflexive verbs

as counterparts (poslutiti se - help oneself, obavezati se - commit oneself.

etc. )

The morpheme "se" in SC "true" reflexive verbs represents the direct object

of the verb, and can also appear in the form of "sebe", with a stronger

semantic emphasis. The verb and the "se", accordingly, form two syntactic

units (predicate + object) and can be represented as V+se. 3

b. Quasi reflexives are those verbs whose reflexive pronoun ("se") has lost

its original reflexive meaning. Such verbs cannot be used without this pronoun,

nor can the enclitic form of the pronoun ("se") be-replaced by the emphatic

form ("sebe"), as in the case of "true" reflexives. The verb and the morpheme

"se" form one syntactic unit a predicate form V+se3

This kind of SC reflexive verbs (bojati se, stidjeti se, etc ) seems to correspond

exclusively to E intransitives, not reflexives:

(16) Smijao se cijelo vrijeme.

He laughed all the time.

(17) Nadao sera se da 6e8 do6i.

I hoped that you would come.

(18) Ludio se salto nisu otputovali.

He wondered why they had not left.

c. Reciprocal reflexives express an action of two or more subjects acting

on one another:

(19) Dje6aci se stadoie tu6i.

The boys started to fight.
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(20) Poljubite se i rastate.
They kissed and parted.

(21) Sreli su se u vrtu.

They met in the garden.

The "se" with these verbs can be replaced by only one form of direct object,

i. e. "jedan drugog", "jedn.i druge". 3

In SC there can sometimes arise an ambiguity in the meaning of these verbs.

Thus, in: "Ljudi se trace ", we cannot determine whether it is; "Men seek one

another", or: "Men are sought", or even: "Men seek themselves" (i.e. their

own identities). $

When SC reciprocal reflexives are translated into E, the use of the reciprocal

pronouns "each other" and "one another" is possible, c. g. meet each other,

kIss one another. However, it seems that the reciprocal pronouns are rarely

used with more frequent E verbs and SC learners should avoid using such

sentences as "They met each other in London".

The meaning of reciprocity can also be indicated in SC by "medjusobno", which

can be rendered in E with verb + among/between + reflexive pronoun:

(22) Svadjali su se (medjusobno).

They quarrelled (among themselves).

(23) IDjetaci su se slotili (medjusobno).

The boys agreed (among themselves).

6. SC reflexive verbs can denote an action or state happening or developing of

itself. This seems to be commonly the case with verbs expressing some

natural phenomenon or occurrence. In these cases E has intransitive, non-

reflexive verbs:
(24) Sniiegse otopio u proljede.

The snow melted in the spring.
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(25) Trupci se stile pred kudom.

The logs are drying in front of the house.

(26) Mjesec se okrede oko Zem Ile.

The moon turns round the earth.

7. Another use of the pronoun "se" can be pointed out in ordinarily non-

reflexive SC verbs when a noun phrase in the dative is introduced.

(27) Pije mi se aaj.

1 feel like drinking tea.

(28) Ne ide mi se tamo.

1 don' t feel like going there.

The cases of SC reflexive usage have no correspondences in E and are usually

translated into E idiomatically.

8. Frequently, SC verbs used reflexively have e. passive meaning in fact,

this is one of the ways to express passivity in SC. This use of SC reflexives

corresponds to the E passive:

(29) Ovdje se govori engleski.

English is spoken here.

(30) Njegova se knjiga mnogo 6ita.

His book is widely read.

9. With a number of E verbs the use of the reflexive pronoun is optional, i. e.

there is no change of meaning of the verb whether we employ the reflexive

pronoun or not. overeat or overeat oneself, oversleep or oversleep oneself,

rest or rest oneself, etc.

In some other cases, however, there is a change in meaning when the reflexive

pronoun is joined to the verb. Thus, we have:

(31a) The young girl was helping in the house all day.

Djevojka je pomagala u laid; cijeli dan.
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(31b) Help yournelf to some cheesy.

Posluiite se sirom.

(32a) Strict laws bear heavily upon the population of the country.

Surovi zakoni telko pritiskuju stanovniatvo zemlje.

(32b) The boys bore themselves like grown-up men.

!Waci su se ponijeli kao odrasli kiudi-

10. SC speakers learning E sbould be aware of the fact that some SC non-

reflexive - reflexive verb pair; are rendered into E by two different verbs.

bveliti - praise
bvaliti se - boast

4w:di - keep
auvati se - look out

izgubiti - lose
izgubiti se - disappear

trolliti - spend
trolliti se - wear out

udesiti - arrange
udesiti se - dress up

umijegati - mix (into)

umijeliati se - interfere

11. m a number of E verbs denoting an action clearly performed upon the

embje...; the reflexive pronoun is not employed, unlike many other languages,

including SC:

(33) He dresses in a strange manner.
Obladi se na 4edaa neap.

(34) She washed before going out

Oprala se prije iXlaska.

(35) He sbaves twice a day.

Brije se dvaput dnevno.
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Although the reflexive pronoun can be joined to both "dress", "wash ".

and "shave", with no change in meaning (in the above cases), this is not usually

done. It appears that the reflexive pronoun is left out with more frequent

for "everyday") E verbs. In this connection examples of possible ambiguity

can.be found. Thus, the sentence;

(36) He never shaves before ten o' clock.

can be interpreted either as "On nikada ne brije prije deset sati" (i. e. he is

a barber), or "On se nikada ne brije prije deset satin.

12. There is a group of E verbs which are normally transitive, but can also

be used Intransitively with a passive-lik: meaning. When these verbs are

so used, the agent cannot be indicated, unlike the passive where an indication

of the agent can normally be added.

(37) The (take Is baking in the oven.

Kola se pee u pea.

cf. The cake is being baked in the oven (by the cook).

(38) The lock won't open.

Brava ne6e da se otvori.

cf. This lock will never be opened (by anyone).

Nitko ne6e nikada otvoriti ovu bravu.

This construction, sometimes called the middle voice, is often used with

adverbs to indicate the manner or possibility of an action, rather than a real

performance of the action:

(39) These dry sticks break easily.
Ovi suhi fitapovi se lako lome.

cf. These dry sticks can be broken easily (by anyone).

This dry stick is being broken (by the hunter).
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(40) His latest novel sells extremely well.

Njegov posljednji roman se prodaje neobiano dobro.

cf. His latest novel is sold by all bookstores.
(One calm ot say: *is 6o1d extremely well. )

(41) Her book does not translate easily into Chinese.

Mena knjiga se ne prevodi lako na kineaki.

cf. Her book cannot be translated easily into Chinese (even by the most
learned scholars).

All these examples have SC equivalents with a reflexive form of the verb.

13. Summary.

in teaching and learning E the following points should be kept in mind:

a SC speakers must be aware of E "pure" reflexive verbs and try to learn

them as part of lexicon acquisition. A number of such verbs are shown on the

list (sec. 2) and they have SC reflexive counterparts.

b If the substitution "Bebe" for "se" is possible in SC reflexive verbs ("true"

reflexives - V4se). E verbs can have either intransitive or reflexive forms

(sec 5. a) In these cases interference seems to be the greatest since we are

dealing with partial overlap.

c. SC quasi reflexives (V+se)(sec. 5. b) correspond exclusively to E in-
.

ti ansitIve verbs and SC learners of E should not use any reflexive pronoun

with the corresponding E verbs. However, it seems hardly likely that SC

learners (at least at medium or higher levels) will tend to join the reflexive

pronoun to E equivalents of "smijati se, bojati se, auditi se", etc. , since the

SC reflexive pronoun used with these verbs seems to have no functional value

any more.

d SC speakers must also be made aware of the E verbs which can have both

reflexive and non-reflexive forms with 1.a change in meaning when the
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reflexive pronoun Is used, and 2. no change in meaning whether the reflexive

pronoun is employed or not (sec. 9. )

e. SC learners should bear in mind the intransitive usage of some E verbs

usually employed transitively (when they express a quasi activity of

inanimate subjects) (sec. 12.) and refrain from transferring SC verb features

to E: * "This book sells itself weir, or * "The cloth tears itself quickly".

NOTES

1. A point worth noting is that most of these E reflexives sound somewhat or

very archaic (betake, bethink, comport). This could be interpreted as a
tendency of E to reduce the number of its reflexives. Also worth mentioning

is the fact that a comparatively large number of E "pure" reflexives from

the list denote behaviour.

2. G.O. Curme, Syntax, Boston, 1931, p.437.

3. M. Ivi6,"..ledar, problem slovenske sintagmatike osvetljen transformacionirn

metodom", Juinoslovenski filolog, XXV, str. 137-152. The symbolization

has been taken over from this article.
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Damir Kalogjera (University of Zagreb)

TEN ENGLISH MODALS AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN SERBO-CROATIAN*
(shall, will, would, can, could, may, might, need, dare, used to)

A. SHALL

a. Lexis

1. (1) I shall finish it.

(2) There we shall be free and unknown.

(3) 1 shall have seen him when 1 get there.

(4) You shall have it tomorrow.

(5) He shall do it.

(6) You shall have seen him before I leave.

(7) Shall I close the door?

2 The examples above summarise all the uses and meanings of shall. In the

examples (1)-(3) we have the predictive uhalll occurring normally with

first person subjects and replaceable by will.

Examples (4)-(6) illustrate the shall expressing promise (or threat) which

curs with second and third person subjects. It is a stylistically marked

',rim which belongs to formal or Biblical language. It is not replaceable

by will,

1. The e:,ample (7) illustrates shall asking about the desire of the person

addressed. It occurs with first person subjects.

* This is a sequel to my article "Lexico.Grammatical Features of MUST.

SHOULD and OUGHT TO u 'id Their Equivalents in Serbo.Croatiann

published in Reports 2. pp. 120.134.
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5. A constant translation equivalent of shall in all these uses is the enclitic

form of the verb htjeti (i.e. du, del etc. ) + infinitive, that is the SC future

tense:

(1 SC) Ja du to zavrliiti.

(2 SC) Term demo biti slobodni i nepoznati.

(3 SC) Vic ga lead stigneni tamo.

(4 SC) Dobit del to sutra (obedaje).
(5 SC) Hardt & on to (katem ti).

(6 SC) malt date ga prije nego ja otidjem (sigurno),

(7 SC) Hodu Ii zatgoriti vrata? Da zatvorim vrata?

The SC future tense translates all the patterns although some additional

lexical material may be felt iecessary t3 elver the meaii ig If (4), (5),

(6). Example (7) may he translated by the fiture tense 3r by da+present.

b. Time reference

6. Shall always refers to future time eve ti whe ti hIllived by the perfect

i finitive (cf. (3) and (6)).

c. Sequence of tenses

7. If (1) is reported we shall probably have:

He said he would finish it. ---

and not he should finish it because "the ch3ice of w3uld or sho ild depe ids

on the pronoun rather than on the occurrence of will and shall in the

original utterance".1

d. Shall in temporal and conditional clauses

8. The predictive shall as found in (1), (2), a id (3), i.e. when it functions as

the future tense signal, is not used i i conditi 3 nil and tcmooral s ibordi late

cla ises!

*If I shall come he will go.

*When I shall come he will leave.
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are not Idiomatic English cantences. Simple present Is used instead:

If I conks he will go.

When I come he will go.

It is odd that this should represent a teaching problem because from the

contrastive point of view the situation is very similar in corresponding

SC constructions:

* Ako du ja gplii on de Idi.

* Kad du ja dodi, on de Midi.

are not acceptable sentences in Standard SC though they are used

dialectally. Standard SC requires present tense:

Ako slakna, on de idi.
Kad dodiern, on de Midi.

e. Pedagogical Implications

9 The subtle stylistic effects obtained by the choice between shall and will

in the first person should not take too much teaching time as there is

little consensus among educated native speakers with regard to this. '11 is

an excellent neutral solution in teaching and it is to be recommended.

t4 Compared to other modals shall has a low frequency of occurrence.

It occurs e g. in the Brown corpus 267 times alongside 2244 occurrences

of will. Particularly rare is Its occurrence with the second and third

person pronouns. This statistical fact can help the teacher and the maker

of textbooks as an orientation. However such low frequency of occurrence

ought not to make for the complete neglect of shall and especially of its

function with the second and third person pronouns at higher levels of

English language teaching.

11. The only contrastive fact to be pointed out is that shall+Infinitive need

not be translated with SC future tense in questions; it may also be
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covered by da+present (cf. 7).

12. It should perhaps be added that shall with second and third person subjects

when translated into SC may muire additional lexical material apart from

the SC future tense (cf (4), (5), (6)).

13. Shall with second and third person subjects is used in subordinate elapses

of condition (cf. 8. ):

What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world and lose his

own soul?

The example illustrates well the kind of style this shall belongs to.

B. WILL

a. Leis

1. Six different meanings of will can be established. These are illustrated

by the following sentences:

Futurity (1) The letters will arrive in a few days.
(1SC) Flame de stidi za nekollIcodana.

Volition (2) If he will come tomorrow £11 be happy.

(2SC) Alto hode (ako je voljan) dodi sutra, bit du sretan.

(3) Will you come with us this evening?

(3SC) Hodete li (elite 13) dodi s name ve6eras?

(4) He won't listen.
(4SC) ?Ude da sluga.

Induction (5) Pigs' ll eat anything.

(SSC) Svinjelsch ave.

Characteristic activity (habit. ): (6) She will sit there for hour doing nothing

(6SC) Ona de tu sjediti satima ne radedi nigta.

Probability (7) The French will be having a holiday today.

(7SC) Bit 6e da Francuzi imt ju dams praznik.

(8) That will be the postman.
(8SC) To de biti politer.
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Insistence (9) Your fatherwill have his way
(9SC) Tvoj otac hole na svoj nadin.

- _ii spite of various possibilities for translating e. g. (2), (3), and (5),

one could say that the verb Ilje covers all the meanings of will. if

the learner identifies titiwith will he will not be faced with special

Interference problems from the semantic point of view since ilieli

(especially in its forms 6u, deg etc. ) suggests other meanings apart

from signalling future time reference in a way similar to will. Still

it should be pointed out to the learner that (3) is not a straightforward

question but an invitation and that a corresponding plain question would

be:

Are you coming with us this evening? (Are you going to come... ?)

Id0 li s name vederas?

3. Note also the SC construction bit 6e in (7SC) which best suggests the

meaning of probability.

4. in the sense Cl), futurity, will is replaceable by shall when the subject

is in the first person.

b Past tense

5. An important task of the textbook writer will be to make learners

aware that the relation between pairs like will-would (can-could, ri.ast

-milk) is not the simple one of present and past but that this relation

is much more complex. A present -past relation between will and would

does exist (besides other relations); i.e. would can refer to the past

time in main clauses and then it can be considered the past tense of

will. Of the 6 meanings of will quoted in Lexis the following have the
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past tense expressed by would:

Volition (4) He won't listen.

He wouldn' t listen.

Nije btio da slu9a.

Characteristic activity. (6) She will sit there for hours doing nothing.

She would sit thete for hours doing nothing

(when she was a child).
1

Ona bi tamo sJedila satima ne radedi nate.

Probability (8) That will be the postman.

That would have been the.postman (who called an hour ago).

Bit de da je to bio pater.

Insistence (9) Your fatherwill have his way.

Your fatheAvould have his way.

Tvoj je otac htio na svoj nadin.

6. Would cannot express the past tense of futurity will and induction will

For the former were to is used (e.g. The letters were to arrive in a fee

stays): and the latter is not usual with past time reference.

7. Note that in the sense of probability to express past tense would is

followed by the perfect infinitive. Would + infinitive is reserved for

the "tentative" meaning (see later).

8. In the sense of Erobability will + perfect infinitive may refer to the past

(7) The French will be having a holiday today.

( ?b) The French will have been having a holiday yesterday.

( ?bSC) Bit de da su Francuzi Juder imali praznik.

c. Future perfect

9. The dominant meaning of will is the reference to the future, but followed

by the perfect infinitive will may refer to the future perfect "a period
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preceding but going up to a future point in time" e. g.

He will have answered the letter by Friday.

Odgovorit de na pismo do petka.

The time reference of this will is difficult to grasp for the native speaker

of SC who uses in SC the normal future tense in such situations with only

the adverbial to specify the time reference.

d. Sequence of tenses

10. When introduced by the past tense of the reporting verb, will becomes

would in all its different meanings e. g.

(I) He said that the letters would arrive in a few days.
(1 SC) Rekao je da de pisma stidi za nekoliko dana.

11 Except for a minor rearrangement of the word order .(enclitic forms

du, deg etc. now precede the subject of the reported sentence) nothing

changes in the SC sentence and the would which results from this

shifting remains du, deli etc.

12 The interference problem here springs from the fact that this kind of

shifting does not exist in SC, and also, apparently, from the learner' s

identification of du, del etc. with will and bib, bi etc. with would.

The difficulties which arise here are: first, recognizing this would

as du, del etc. in texts and avoid confusing it with the would which

signals the conditional, and, second, overcoming the learner' s

resistance to the English process of shifting verbal forms.

Opportunities for mistakes of both types are ample because would

as shifted will is one of the most frequent uses of would in certain

texts (fiction) according to some limited counts available.
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e. Tentative WOULD

13. There is a relation between will and would in which would (similar to

might and could) is less positive in statements and more polite in

requests:

(8) That will be the postman. That would be the postman.

To de biti poltar. To bi bio poitar.
s

(3) Will you come with us this evening? Would you come with us
this evening?

Hodete U (ielite li) dodi s name? Da li.biste do6U (teljeli)
dodi s name?

The relation exists in SC and is expressed by 6u, des etc. + infinitive

versus bih, bi + "1" participle and consequently ought not to represent a

teaching problem.

As is evident from the examples, there is a comparable relation in SC

between the future tense form and the conditional form, and that can

help in making learners grasp this gradation of statements and questions

with will and would.

1. WILL in temporal and conditional clauses

14. Although will in the sense of volition (cf. (2)) is found in temporal and

conditional clauses, will serving as the signal for the future tense

(cf. (I)) is not found in this context. The simple present refers to the

future in such sentences, e. g. If he cornea tomorrow, he will bring the

letter. It is well known that learners tend to use will + infinitive here.

To explain this mistake by contrastive interference would be possible

only for some dialect speakers (Kajkavians) who when speaking

standard SC use du, del 4 inf. in SC conditional and temporal
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clauses e. g.

* Kad de dodi, ja du mu redi.
* Ako de do6i, ja du mu red'.

The presumption here, of course. would be that they then identify

6u, deg etc. with will. For standard SC speakers Otokavians) this

explanation is hardly applicable as 6u, deg etc. as nature signals are

not used in conditional and temporal clauses in ttokavian, e. g.

Kad dodje, ja du ga vidjeti.

Ako dodje, ja du ga

The mistake may be due to the simplified teaching according to which

Altura tense in English is shall/ will + infinitive without exception.

15. The only suggestion for teaching one would venture is that will should

be banned at first from conditional and temporal clauses, and when

this has been internalized the specific meaning of will in such contexts

should be explained and drilled in sentences contrasting the presence

and absence of will.

g. Cliche patterns with WILL

16. We have seen that the most frequent translation equivalent of will

is 6u, delI etc. However there are rather frequent patterns with will

one comes across - I call them here cliches - which are as a rule

translated by corresponding "cliché" patterns in SC which do not

necessarily contain 6u. deg etc.

I'll tell you what I would have said to Hoffe.

Znate Nto bib ja rekao Horn.

Come to the kitchen, will you?

Dodji u kuhinju, mourn te.
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That will be all.

To ie eve.

I'll be right down.

Evo me odmah.

I'll give you that.

To ti priznajem.

h. Pedagogical implications

17. Presenting carefully and gradually the relations between will and would,

eradicating the unnecessary will in temporal and conditional clauses, and

encouraging the use of unstressed and reduced form '11 in most places

should be the aim of the textbook writer in his drills and texts.

C. WOULD

a. Lexis

1. We have discussed would corresponding to different meanings of will

in connection with the past tense, sequence of tenses, and tentative use

of will. The remaining uses which in their meanings are not so directly

connected with will may be illustrated by the following sentences and

their translation equivalents in SC:

(1) They would come (if you asked them).

(1SC)Oni bi dogli (ako th pozovete).

(2) They would have come ityou had asked them).
(25C) Oni bi (bill) clan (da ste th pinyon).

(3) I wish it would last forever.

(3SC) 2elto bih da to zauvijek potraje.

(4) (Could you tell me where he lives?) i wouldn't know.

(4SC) (Znate li gdje on livi?) Ne.bih znao.
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(5) (He tore his new trousers) He would.
(5SC) (Poderao je nave hlate) Uode on

(5b) (He did not understand a thing. ) He wouldn' t.

(5b$C)(Nitta nije razumio) Drugo se ne mote od njega rli otekivati.

2. Sentences (1) and (2) exemplify would which expresses the conditional and

they will be dealt with in connection with time reference.

.3. Would in (3) is normally used to express a wish (after the verb wish

or after if only ... ) The $C translation equivalent is an indicative tense

not the conditional, interference may lead the learner to use an indicative

tense in English in such contexts. This pattern should therefore be

carefully drilled. The expression of wish is not infrequent in language

use even at a lower level of proficiency.

4. The relation between (4), 1 wouldn't know, and I don' t know is compare.

ble to the relation between Ne bih znao and Ne znam in SC The former

Pattern in both languages is "softened and more polite.

S. In (5) an ironic and not infrequent use of would is illustrated. Note that

there is an approximate idiomatic equivalent in SC when would in this

use is in the affirmative. Negative would in the same meaning requires

descriptive translation.

b. Time reference

6. Would can refer to present time (or "all time"), to past, and to future.

We have discussed some uses of would referring to the past in the

section on will.

7. In sentences (1), (4), (5) would refers to the present (and "all time"),

in (2) to the future and in (1) it may also refer to the future.
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8. Sentence (2) is of contrastive interest as would + perfect infinitive

there refers to past time and implies that the action of the main verb

was not fulfilled. Both translation equivalents given (with the present

and the past conditional) are possible, but neither can express both the

past time reference and the meaning of non-fulfilment and additional

lexical signals sometimes have to be added (Oni bi bill doill all nisu).

9. There is another problem which may cause some interference in

connection with the use of would as illustrated in (I) and (2). A

substitution test on the SC translation equivalent of (2) shows that there
..

is a negligible difference between the SC present and past conditional

i. e. between Oni bi dont and Oni bi bill &ill. This may lead the

learner to presume that would + infinitive and would+have+past participle

can also be freely substituted. This of course may cause grave

mistakes.

The difference in meaning and time reference of the two constructions

should be clarified in appropriate drills and translation exercises.

c. Sequence of tenses

10. As a rule would reports would in reported speech when the reporting

verb is in the past tense. e. g.

I would go there every day

Ho said he would go there every day.

Idao bib tamo svaki dan.

Rekao 4e da bi idao tam" svaki dan.

We suggest that This fact should be made explicit to the learners at

some point as this can cause confusion due to the fact that the learner

has been taught to expect some change in reported speech.
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d. Pedagoitsal implications

11 A textbook author will be well advised in connection with presenting

.would. a. to clarify its use in the conditional meaning when followed by

the infinitive and by the perfect infinitive, b. to develop the learner's

awareness of certain uses of would which are lot suggested by any signals

in the learner' s mother tongue as e.g. in sentence (3).

D. CAN and COULD

a. Lexis

Ca.4 has several meanings,which are worthwhile illustrating here, as the

farm of the past and future tenses of can depends on the meaning in which

it is used ii, a particular case. The possibility of substituting can for fitly

depends on its meaning. Finally the illustrations should also help to show

how far the SC verb moat covers the area of can.

Ability: (1) He can lift a hundredweight.

(2SC)On mote podignuti pedeset kite.

Characteristic: (2) He can tell awful lies.

(2SC)On (zna pried') prfaa grdne

Permission' (3) He can (may) do as he likes.

(3SC)On mote (smije) raditi kako bode.

Possibility: (4) He can (may) be hiding.

(4SC) IVIolda se skriva.

Willingness: (5) Can (will) you pass the salt?

(5SC)Alotete (hodete) li mi dodati so?

Sensation: (6) I can see the moon.

(6SC)Vidini injesec.

2. Special attention should be paid to (2) and (6) as the learner has no

indication In SC that English requires the verb can there. (6) is an
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illustration of the use of can with verbs like see. hear, feel (verbs of

sensation). Can adds very little or nothing to +he meaning of the main

verb, but its use is idiomatic.
Note that In the sense of Permission and Possibility (likelihood)

(3) and (4) only can may be substituted by rr.Ist

b. Past tense

1, As we have said, the form of the past tense of the verb can depends on

the sense in which it is being used. We must remember, and remind the

learner in an adequate way, that could is not the past tense form of can

in all its meanings, but that could may have different functions, primarily

that of tentativeness (Can you come? - Could you come? Aletete li deOltit - Mete

li mogli dal?) where past time relation is not implied. *7

2. We shall now turn the sentences from (1) tlimigh (6) into the past tense

where this is possible: 7

(1p) He could 1111a hundredweight (when he was.young).

Opal He was able to lift a hundredweight(when he was young).

(I.SC) On le mogao podignuti pedeset kilograma fluid je bio mlad)

(2p) He could tell awful lies (in the old days).

(2SC) Pritno (znao je priaati) grdn la i (u sum. vremena).
(3p) He could do as he liked.

(3SC) Mogao le raditi kako je htio.

(4p) He can have been hiding (yesterday). :

(4SC) Motda se jueer skrivao. Mote biti da.se skrivao. Mogao
se skrivati. )

(Sp) Could you have passed the salt (when she asked you to).

(5SC) Jeste li mogli dodati se (Iced je ona to tratila).

(6p) I could see the moon.

(6SC) Vidio earn mjeseu.

,it
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Some of the sentences listed above would rarely occur i i the past tense

e 7 (3p). if sentence (5) is turned into the past tense, can loses its

lining of Willingness a,d denotes Ability.

Note the past tense of can in the sense of Possibility (likelihood) (4p).

The examples also show that was able which is sometimes presented

as a synonym of could may be so considered only in the sense of

Ability OW. Substituting was able for could e. g. in (6p) would change

the meaning of the statement.

3. On the SC side there are three sentences which normally do not require

mods the moat frequent translation equivalent of cm, which perhaps

signals that the learner may tend not to use can in those contexts, or

find himself at a loss as to what verbal form to use. Znati in (2SC) may

lead him to use, quite wrongly, the verb to know (*He knew to tell...),

and it may take time before he begins to feel the need of putting can in

front of the verbs of sensation (6p). The last is, of course, a refinement,

but by providing the learner early with the right kind of patterns

containing this combination his feeling for the construction may be

developed.

c. Sequence of tenses.

4. With a past tense verb of reporting could is used instead of ean, e. g. :

(6st) He said he could see the moon.

(6stSC)Rekao je da mote vidjeti mjesee.

5. Some difficulties in understanding the time relation of the statement as

well as in following the sequence of tenses rule may be expected here as

a result of contrastive interference.
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d. Future tense

Although can may refer to future time and may collocate with future time

adverbials, in some of its meanings it is not used with future reference.

Thus (1) used with future reference must be expressed with be able and

not with can.

(7) He will be able to lift a hundredweight tomorrow.

(7SC) On de modi podignuti pedeset kilograms sutra.

SC translation requires the future tense of mod! here.

In the meaning Characteristic (2) can is not used with future reference. 11

it were used with future time adverbs it would imply Possibility

(cf (2)),

e: Pedagogical implications

Can an used in (2), (4), and (6), the tentative and past time use of could

the limitations of the use of be able as a synonym of can, and the

possibilities of replacing can by sat ought to be found among the drills

connected with this modal verb. As always with the modals, the meaning

of the construction could plus perfect infinitive (past time reference, and

non - fulfilment) should be clarified.

E. MAY and MIGHT

a. Lexie

1. Two main meanings of rr_dx: can be established:

I Permission

(1) You may go.

(ISC)Ssnilei idi. (Motel% idi)
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(2) He may come tomorrow,

(2SC) Molds de dodi (motda dolazi) sutra. (Mote dodi sutra.)

2. The two mcanings have two different translations in SC. Permission, is

translated by smjeti and Possibility natz_by molds plus the main verb in

any tense which is required. It shouldn't be overlooked however that the

SC verb modi may cover both meanings of in, (et (1), (1SC). (2), (MC))

but smjeti covers only Permission nay.

3. There are some problems in the use of ma with regard to the two

main meanings which might be difficult for a foreign learner to grasp

and require special attention.

Ay in the sense of Possibility is not used in questions because then it

implies the meaning of Permission:

(3) Mahe come tomorrow?

means:
(3SC) Smije li dodi sutra?

In order to express Possibility might or can is used in questions.

(4) Might (can) he come tomorrow?

(4SC) Da li hi mogao dodi sutra? (Mote li se dogoditi da dodje
sutra?)

If the meaning of (3) is expressed with smjeti, in SC it is unambiguous

to the sense of Permission, but if modi is used both (3SC) and (4SC)

remain ambiguous.

4 The replacemea ilniz_by might (to modify the meaning in the sense of

"tentativeness" or politeness) is also restricted by the two main meanings

vi ma z. thus Permission Emil) cannot be replaced by might, because it

would be interpreted as Possibility:

(5) You might go.

(5SC) Mogao bi idi.
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When may denotes Possibility it can always be replaced by might.

Ci (2) with:

(6) He might come tomorrow.

(6SC) Mogao bidodi sutra. (Made de dodi sutra)

N.B. Mat may be replaced by can in both senses.

b. Time reference

5. Mai (and might) in both meanings refer to the present or future. Note that

might in main clauses (1. e. when sequence of tense rules are not

applicable) is not normally the past tense of mat. Mistakes of this kind

could be normally expected here as the result of the analogy with

walk-walked, and contrastive reasons. smijem-smio sam, mogu-movio sam

c. Sequence of tenses

6. With the past tense verb of reporting Is is shifted and becomes might'.

and might remains unchanged:

(7) 1 may go.

(7st) He said he naiAt go

d. Past tense

7. The forms to express the past tense depend on the two meanings of

rm;

Permission may can express the past tense only by a paraphrase.

Compare (1) with:

(8) He permitted him to go.

In the sense of Possibility the past tense is expressed bymy (m_ ight)

combined with the perfect infinitive:

(9) He may (might) have come last week.

Mack je proilog tjedna. (11+ogliole dodi prolilog
tjedna
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8. Note that might 4 perfect infinitive may or may not express unfulfilled

actior (as distinguished from such constructions with other modals . should,

would etc. which always do so. )

(10) You might have noticed.

(10SC) Moida ste primijetili.

. (11) I might have won the prize if I had worked harder.

(11SC) Mogao sam dobiti nagradu da sam vine radio.

This point is worth presentitig as it would take time for the advanced

learner to come to this concinsion.

e. May and Might in Subordinate Clauses

9 There are some uses °fast and m_.. which because of their relatively

low frequency but also for contrastive reasons may go unnoticed by the

learner.

In clauses of intention:

(12) Tell Mm so that he may know before anybody else,

(12SC)Kati mu da sazna (da bi saznao) prije drugih.

(13) I gave him the book that he might have something
to read on the journey.

(13SC) Dao sem mu knjigu da ima (bi imao) Ita Eitati na putu.

In clauses of concession:

(14) However just his appeal may be, it will be disregarded.

(145C) Ma koliko opravdana bile njegova molba, node se uzeti
u obzir.

The .....,ntrastive interference mentioned above could be expected because

these stntenccs may normally contain the indicative in SC which does

not signal the use of modals to the learner. (However see (13) and (14)

with the conditional version).
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f. Contracted Form of May with the Negative Particle

10. As distinguished from-most modal verbs may is rarely found in the

negative as mayn' t. On the other hand certain native speakers can see

a contrast between the contracted and non-contracted forms e. g.

(15) He may not go.

(15SC) Made nee i6i.

(16) He mayn' t go.

(16SC) lie smije i6i.

g. Pedagogical implications

11. Learners use can to cover many uses of may and Rat. The reason may

be that can is semantically the most general of the three, and it is most

naturally identified with mo6i.

A similar tendency, i.e. generalizing the use of can, exists among

native speakers of English in spite of the efforts to the contrary by

prescriptive teaching. (Schoolroom witticisms like. Can I borrow your

pen?" ''You can, but you may not" sprang up from such efforts).

The textbook writer ought to be aware of both problems.

F. NEED

a. Lexis

1. There is a full verb need which is a transitive verb with normal full

verb patterning e.g. :

(1) Tom needs a near coat.

(1SC) Tom treba novi kaput. Tomu je potreban novi kaput.

2. The modal verb need, that we are interested in here varies in its

patterning so that it may hare all the forms of the full verb or only the

8 5, ,;
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defective forms of a modal auxiliary verb. As it is hard to find any

contrast between the Iwo patterns of the modal need, and only certain

preferences may be suggested, it is hard to decide on a single correct

pattern in teaching. One point however is pretty certain, namely, that

need as a modal verb is rarely found in the affirmative form, must and

have to being preferred.

(2) Need he work so late?

(3) Does he need to work so late?

(2, 3. SC) Treba 11 da redi u tako kasne sate?

(4) He needle t work so late.

(5)-He doesn't need to work so-late.

(4, 5 SC) Ne trebe da radi do u tako kasne sate.

3, The SC translation equivalent of need is trebati. This SC verb also can

be either full and transitive or it can function as a kind of modal in

which case it shows, in some dialects including a very strict Standard,

the lack of personal endings.

b. Past tense

4. Modal need may refer to the past time in the regular preterite form but

also by the combination of need and perfect infinitive. Note the difference

in meaning between the two patterns:

(6) They didn't need to stay
(7) They needn't have stayed.

(6, 75C) Nile trebalo de ostanu.

The SC translation is adequate only for (6). (7) implies that staying was

unnecessary and thus the addition all su °stall or some other indication

in the wider context is required.
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c. Future time

5. Need may refer to the future and may collocate with future time

adverbial* e. g.

d.

(8) They needn't stay tomorrow.

Sequence of tenses

6. (9) He said he needn' t go.

(10) He said he didn't need to go.

Both forms are possible in reported speech with the. past tense

introductory verb.

e. Pedagogical implications

7. There are indications that the :tarner by identifying need with trebati

may tend to overuse the modal need in affirmative statements and he ought

to be led to use have to or must instead.

8. It is very important to relate needn't to must and make it clear that

needn't is its semantic negative.

9. The difference between (6) and (7) ought to be clearly pointed out.

G. DARE

a. Lexis

1. There is a full verb dare which could be paraphrased as challenge and

it displays a full verb patterning e. g.

(1) !slue you to dive from here.
(15C) Skoei odavde alto se ne bojie.

but here we are interested in the modal dare which may have the patterning

of a. a full verb, b. a modal auxiliary, c. a special "hybrid" patterning

containing features of both.
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(2) He doesn't dare to go.
(2SC) Ne usucliule is J61.

b. (8) Dare you do it?

(8SC) Usudluiell 11 is to u6initi?

(4) You dare.hat do it.

(45C) Ne usudJuJeg is (ne bi se usudio) to u6initi.

c. (5) Do YOU dare (to) eat this?

(59C) UsudiuJell 11 se to jest!?

2 The nearest translation equivalent in SC is usuditi se, but smjeti is also

possible particularly in the Eastern variant of SC, of course, in the

sense of have the courage to (not Liz the sense be allowed to).

b. Past tense

3. (6) 1 daren' t come yesterday.

(7) I didn't dare (to) come yesterday.
(6, 7SC) Nisam is usudio do6i juaer.

(8) I daren' t have asked him when we met.

(8SC) Ilisana ga esseslio pitati kad smo se Breli.

There are three possibilities for forming the past tense. A difference

in meaning exists between (7) and (8) since (8) implies that the action of

'he main verb was not completed. The SC verbal translation does not

make this point clear and would normally require further indication

to that effect. Example (6) is rare and belongs to Brit. English.

c. Sequence of tenses

4. (9) lie said he daren' t go.

(10) He said he didn't dare (to) go.

(9,10 SC) Reicto je da se ne usudjuje

nare may remain unchanged after the reporting verb in the past tense

or it may behave as a bill verb following the normal sequence of tenses

rules.
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d, Future tense

5. Dare may collocate with future time adverbials and may refer to the

the future:

(11) I daren't ask him about that tomorrow.

(IISC) Nedu se usuditi !Oat!, ga o tome sutra.

e. Two frequent uses of dare

6. (12) I dare say you are right (British E. )
(I2SC) Vjerojatno imati pravo.

7. (13) Don't you dare go!

(I3SC) Da se Mai usudio 1611

8. Special attention to dare will be normally given only at an advanced level

of learners' proficiency. This is an extremely infrequent verb, very

often hard to translate into SC or even paraphrase in English, and it

may be expected that its lexical meaning may cause some difficulty.

Add to this its involved patterning and the problem of its adequate

presentation will become clear. Some research (hampered by its

infrequency, thus e. g. the Brown corpus has only 53 occurrences of

dare as full and modal verb) on the distribution of its various forms has

been done but the results offer very littl that could help the practical

teaching. The textbook writer is invited to look into the results of this

research himself. 3 The learner will probably treat dare as a full verb

and at the beginning level the teacher will simply have to tolerate this.

Later he may introduce the auxiliary modal patterns.

H. USED TO

a. Lexis

I. Used to combine4 with the infinitive (and pronounced lju.ste ) denotes a

continued or repeated action in the past.
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The most adequate translation equivalent of this verb plus the infinitive

is the SC perfect of imperfective verbs.

(1) He usecIcp). Lt* football before his marriage.

(lSC) On tlin2 nogomet prije braira.

2 The fact that in the SC equivalent construction there is no special lexical

element to cover used to may be one of the regions why this verb,

properly used, settles rather late with the learner.

An opposite situation could be also envisaged. In trying to translate

element by element in a construction the le -ler (or his teacher) may

tend to find an cquivalent for used to which most frequently bappens to

be obidavati or znati. In a very great number of cases such equivalents

will prove unnecessary.

b. Time reference

Used to has this single form and refers only to the past. By analogy

learners may tend to produce sentencelike:

*(2) I use to play football every day.
wanting thus to emphasize the repeated action in the present. Besides

analogy, encouragement to produce such wrong sentences may come

from the full verb use (pronounced ju:z; past tense ju:zd) and from the

construction: to be used liumtl (1 AM used to eating a big breakfast in

the morning. ) This ought to be considered a warning for the textbook

writer to pay adequate attention to the three constructions sharing the

root use.
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Darnir Kalogjera (University of Zagreb)

THE PRIMARY AUXILIARIES BE, HAVE, DO, AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN
SERBO.CROATIAN

A. BE

a. Lexie

1. It is usual to distinguish be as a kind of full verb (with adverblals):

(1) He is in the garden.

(1SC) On le u vrtu.

and be as a copula (with nouns, adjectives etc.):

(2) He is a teacher .

(2SC) Omit uaitelj.

in both cases the verb be coincides with the verb bid in SC.

2 Finally be is an auxiliary verb and as such may be found mostly in the

following patterns:

(3) This was. done.

(3SC) To je izvrileno. (To je bilo izvreeno)

(4) He is gone.

(4SC) On je otilao.

(5) He is coming.

(55C) (On) dolazi.

(6) He is to be there.

(6SC) (On) treba da bude tamo.

The patterns illustrate the use of be in the passive (3), the use of be

with some intransitive verbs (go, come, fall, grow) in making a form

akin to the perfect (4), the use of be in forming continuous tenses (5),

and be followed by the to- infinitive expressing duty, intention and
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possibility and thus approaching the function of a modal verb (6).

b. Two contrastive points

3. As a result of mistaken identification of the forms of be inSC and English

the learner may tend to use the wrong tense of the passive in expressions

like:

(7SC) Ranjen je u borbi 1445.

0(7) *He is wounded in action in 1945.

DISC) Rodien is u Karlovcu.

5(9) *He is born in Karlovac.

(9SC) On je upozoren nekoliko puts.

1(9) *He is warned several times.

The correct translation equivalents of the SC sentences stet

(7) He was wounded in actionin 1945.

(8) He was born in Karlovac.

(9) He has been warned several times.

There seems to be little difference between the present and past tense

of the passive in SC, the latter being more specific and emphasizing

the "pastness". The present passive may refer to the present time:

(10SC) Ranjen je ovaj Bas.

(10) He just been wounded.

and to the past time:

(7SC) Ranjen je u borbi 1945.

(7) He was wounded in action in 1945.

and in this use the present passive replaces the past (perfekt) passive.

(7SCp) Elio je ranjen u borbi 1945.

More will be said about this in the chapter on the passive and therefore

let us merely note that while there is a kind of free variation between

the present and past tense of the passive in SC, this is not true of

English. and this fact causes interference of which the textbook writer
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has to be aware.

4. As concerning (4) it should be mentioned that this is a minor pattern,

eplaceable by the present perfect and need not be introduced early

into the teaching of English, One suspects that for contrastive reasons

it would be easily internalized by the learner and perhaps transferred

by analogy to other verbs which do not occur in this pattern. The

results might be something like:

*(9) *He is read the book.

standing for:

(9SC) On le pro *itao knjigu.

Even without having been taught this pattern, the learner may tend to

combine the verb to be with the past participle or simply with the verb

stem to express past or present perfect time reference e.g.

5(11) *He is buy (bought) a book.

clearly based on:

(11SC) On je kupio knjigu.

5. Be has the most differentiated morphology of all English verbs even when

used as in (6) because in that use it has no non-finite forms (to be to

does not exist and neither does he has been to in this sense). in its

patterning (it is followed by to+infinitive) and its meaning (intention,

duty, possibilit.) it is different from the other uses of be.

This use of be seems to be "underexploited" by the non-native speaker.

Its nearest translation equivalent is trebati and morati and since these

verbs are identified early in teaching with must, must probably encroaches

on the area of am, are, is to. The drills containing this use of be in

appropriate contexts may help here.
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e. The pronunciation of the forms of be.

6. It has been mentioned (Reports I p. 40) that the auxiliaries may receive

a stress. However when stressed the auxiliaries signal "the insistence

on the truth value of the sencence as a whole" (Twaddell p.14), If such

insistence is not required, the auxiliaries, bkrluding be, are used in

their unstressed or weak forms. The weak forms of be are am (mj,

is tz, , are(aJ, was rwi , were (w)3 . be tbij , been [bin] .

It is only natural that the learner worrying about putting words together,

tends to neglect the weak pronunciation of the auxiliaries.

As fully stressed forms have a grammatical meaning of their own, the

native speaker can n,AsInterpret statements and questions pronounced

in such an emphatic way.

d. The occurrence of be with the auxiliary do

7. One of the characteristic features of the auxiliaries is that they do not

occur with do in the negative and in the interrogative and emphatic

form. Still be may be found with do in the imperative.

(12) Don' t be silly

(12SC) Ne budi glupay.

(13) Do be quiet.

(13SC) (Heide) budi miran.

Be is also found with do in if-clauses like:

(14) If zou be quick, you'll see them.

(14SC) Aloi plural vidjet eel ih.
(15) If you don' t be quick, you'll miss them.

(15SC) Ako ne poEurik need ih zateei.

The replacement of be with are here causes a slight change of meaning:

(16) If you are quick, you' ll see them.

(16SC) Ako si bra, vidjet eel ih.
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The former examples suggest temporary states and the latter permanent

states.

As English has a specific way of forming the negative, interrogative and

emphatic forms, different from SC, the above features have no contrastive

interest but are important in teaching.

B. HAVE

a. Lexis '

1. Have is found as an auxiliary In:

(I) He's written the article.
(1SC) Napisao je alanak.

(2) He's lived here since childhood.

(2SC) .ivi ovdje od djetinjsiva.

(3) You might have gone.

(3SC) Mogli ste otidi.

2. Have is found as a (lexical) full verb in:

(4) I have (got) two new homes.

(4SC) Imam dvije nove ku6e.

(5) They had breakfast at ten and so did we.

(5SC) Doruekovali su u deset a takodjer i mi.

3 Have sometimes bears characteristics of both the auxiliary and full

verb as in:

(6) I have (got) to go now.

(6SC) Morarn sada otidi.

(7) I am having a new house built.
.(7SC) Gradim,ku6u. (Gradi mi se ku6a)

(6) I'd better stay at home.
(8SC) Radije ostajem kod ku6e.

We shall now take up individual uses of have as exemplified in the above

patterns and point out some of their structural features and the
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contrastive and other teaching problems to which they give rise.

4. Have as an auxiliary signalling "perfectiveness" has no single verb In

SC which could be consioered its translation equivalent. With the full

verb it makes up a unit a verbal tense - which corresponds most

frequently to two verbal tenses in SC, to the present and the perfekt.

A similar grammatical function is found with have in the perfect

infinitive (3). .14

5. The full verb have (as in (4), (5), (6), (7), ) in American English has

no anomalous forms and normally takes do in the negation, interrogation,

repetition1, and emphatic use.

In British English, although there are speakers who conform to the same

patterns as in American English, there is a subtle distinction in meaning

when have is used with and without do. E. g.

(9) The village shop does not have ice-cream.
(9SC) Seoski du6an ne &it sladoled.

(10) The village shop has not (any) ice-cream.

(10SC) U seoskom dudanu (trenutaano) nema sladoleda.

The translation of the two English sentences shows that they are net in

free variation but that they have different meanings. As a result the

following is quite a possible sentence:

(11) The shop hasn't ice-cream, because it doesn't have
ice - cream.

(11SC) U dueanu nema sladoleda, jer ne dre sladoled.

To sum up the British usage the following rough sketch may be of some use

(i) Have in the sense of actual ownership, possession, and what is

characteristic has anomalous finite forms (i.e. without do):

(12) He has plenty of money.

(12SC) On him mnogo novaca.
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(13) Has he plenty of money? etc.

(13SC) Imai li on mnogo novaca?

(ii) Have in the sense' take, receive, get, experience' has the forms of

the full verb: (i. e. with do):

(14) Did you have nice weather?

(14SC) Je li vam vrijeme bilo lijepo?

(15) We didn' t have a letter from you yesterday.

(I5SC) Nismo siobili vase pismo juter.

(16) What did she hm, a boy or a girl?
(16SC) gto je dobila (rodila) djaalca iii djevojeicu?

(iii) When have refers to habitual "having" it shows the patterning of

a full verb:

(17) Does he have money in his pocket when he goes to
school? (cf. also (9))

(17SC) Ima li (nosi li) novaca u cilepu kad ide u likolu?

(iv) In the past tense did + have seem to be frequent even in those cases

in which (according to what has been summarized above) had not might

be expected:

(18) He did not have any money (cf. (12))

(18SC) Nile lam novaca.

11.tve in British usage exemplifies the close interrelation betoeen meaning

and grammatical patterning which we have met in dealing with the modals

like must. mat. can, etc.

There is no doubt that the patterning of have in American English as much

easier for the learner to acquire, however, if British English is taught,

the above subtle distinctions will have to be presented according to the

proficiency level of the learner.
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5. A certain amount of interference may occur mainly if the learner identifies

imati with have. In spite of a large semantic area that these two verbs

have in common in SC and English respectively, there are points where

their meanings diverge. At such points the learner's choice may be

expected to be different from that of the native speaker. Presumably the

learner with a SC language backgiound will prefer "receive the letter"

to "have the letter" owing to "primiti pismo" (and not "imati pismo"),

"give birth to a baby" to "have a baby" owing to "roditi dijete" (and not

"imati dijete" which means something else) etc. But here we have entered

the field of lexical collocations. Note that "receive the letter" and "give

birth to a baby" are correct English collocations. We only suspect that

they are "overused" by the learner at the expense of the ones with have

under the influence of the mentioned identification of !mad with have.

6. Have to

The verb have may be followed by to + infinitive and this pattern is then

synonymous with must (cf. Reports 2, p.133).

(19) I have to go now.

(19SC) Moram sada idi.

(20) They did not have to tell you that.

(20SC) Nisu ti morali to redi.

Have to ha the grammar of the fall verb L. e. it is used with do.

Although synonymous with must in the affirmative, the relationship

between must and have to changes in the negative (cf must, Reports 2,p. 122)

The negative form of have to is the semantic negation of both have to

and must:

(21) You must go.

(22) You have to go. (23) You don' t have to go.
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(21, 22SC) Moran Mi.

(23SONe mora6

It is certainly useful to point out that besides needn' t (cf. Reports 2,

p. 120ff. ) don't have to is used to negate must semantically, as

difficulties with the negative of must and its meaning can be expected

in teaching, both for contrastive and analogical reasons.2

7. Have got

When have is not an auxiliary proper as In (1), (2), (3), in many of its

uses it has a colloquial alternative have got (to) mainly in the present

tense. In the sentences (4), (6), (10), (12), (13), (19), (22) and (23)

have (to) may be replaced by have got (tot without any change of meaning

or time reference. The difference obtained is one of style i. e. more

formal versus less formal.

It Ls undoubtedly more difficult to teach how to use have got than simple

have. The learner has nothing similar in his mother tongue, and if he

had happened to have learned present perfect before the introduction

of this form into teaching, be may interpret it as an instance of that

tense. We have also seen that each have cannot be replaced by have got

but only the have which refers to a particular moment e. g.

(24) Have you (got) time for a game of tennis this afternoon?

But something habitual is not expressed with have got, e.g.

(25) Do you have much time for tennis?

(24.25 SC) ulma6 U vremene is the equivalent of both patterns.

The frequency of the occurrence of have got

in spoken English indicates that it should be introduced early In an

English course.
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8. Have is found in the pattern Have - noun phrase - verb form as in:

(26) He has his house painted once a year.

It is an unfamiliar structure to the SC speaker both grammatically and

semantically.

It seems that this construction, reasonably current and frequent in

English has a neutral equivalent in SC e. g.

(26SC1) Ejlia kudu svake godine.

and another one which is used when there is a possibility for ambiguity

(26SC) TAilialad kigg svake godine.

Also, the most appropriate equivalent to

(27) I am having a new house built

seems to be:
MIMPO10.

(27SC) Gradi mi se nova kuda (Gredim nova kudu)

This use of have requires special attention. In presenting this structure

to our learners there is a tendency of overusing the pattern (26SC) in

order to make it semantically clear. Other equivalent patterns ought

also to be considered, like (275C) and (26SC1).

9. Have is used in a similar pattern in a slightly different meaning which

again is not covered by iniati in SC:

(28) I'll have him omLall the windows.

(285C) Trait du da "avert sve prozore.

The accusative with infinitive construction which we have in (28) is

rendered by a clause in SC, and it is reasonable to expect difficulties in

internalizing this pattern for the speakers of SC. Notice that the object

(followed by the infinitive) performs the action in this pattern while in

the previous one (26) it undergoes the action (and is followed by the
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past participle). The textbook writer may be interested in the fact that

the present pattern (28) is - according to some estimates - less frequent

than the one previously described.

10. Sentence (8) exemplifies the use of have in the pattern I'd better. There

is no structural equivalent of this pattern in SC and even its meaning is

not always easy to paraphrase so that this pattern can be considered a

difficult one.

The sentence.
(29) I'd better go.

corresponds in SC to:

(295C) Dobro bi bilo da idem. (Treba da Hem)

(30) You'd better go.

is a kind of a request and corresponds to
(30SC) Dobro bi bilo da podjeS. (Treba da ides)

Classroom practice leads us to believe that there is a certain amount

a confusion between the patterns E d better and It would be better for me...

(among advanced studunts, of course, ) and that the learner tends to

Interpret both patterns as Bilo bi bolje... nego.... The confusion may

be due to the comparative better in both patterns, to the better - bole

..urrespondence, and the lack of an adequate fixed.pattern which could

function as a translation equivalent in SC of the former. Although the

atoning of the two patterns is sometimes very close, the native speaker

can register a contrast between e. g.

and

(31) I'd better have a drink of milk?
(315C) Treba da popijcm mlijeka.

(32) It would be better for me to have a drink of milk?

(32SC) Bolje bi mi bilo da popijem malo mlijeka. a
ne/nego etc. )
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The first (31) pattern stating something like an obligation, duty etc. and

the second (32) implying comparison (... than... )

11. Pronunciation

The speaker of SC should be taught that the auxiliary have is normally

used in its weak form ( v, v, z, d) as is often reflec d in the

orthography (You've worked).

Contrastive interference is to be expected when have as an ..uxlliiry

or as a full verb is followed by the word beginning with a voiceless

sound. The speaker of SC will tend to change the v of have under the

influence of the assimilation in his mother tongue into f which, however,

does not occur in English. Thus the sentece:

ai v teilcn It

the SC speaker will be tempted to pronounce

*ai f telicn it

and

ai hiev tu: nju: ham=
as

5ai hall tu: nju: h3umz

However the assimilation does take place in the case of have to and

ju: bief 2 kArn

is the correct English pronunciation.

C. DO

a. Leafs

I. Do is found as a full verb and as an auxiliary.

D is a full verb In
(1) He doffs a lot of wort:.

(1SC) On mnogo radi.
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As a full verb dg requires (unlike be and partly 1m21 the auxiliary do

with negation, inversion, repetition., and for emphasis:

(2) He doesn' t do a lot ef work.

(2SC) On ne radi mnogo.

Classroom practice indicates that the learner produces sentences like:

(3) *What does he?

standing for
(4) What does he do?

This mistake may perhaps be explained by the analogy with be and have.

2. The use of do as an auxiliary, as the carrier of the negative,

interrogative, repetition, and emphasis signals, represents a problem

of "total learning" for the learner with SC as his mother tongue, as

nothing similar in structure exists in SC.

A good teaching strategy and a lot of drill will be required here.

3. Some uses and some omissions of do usually escape the attention of

textbook authors as they are not essential in beginning English, but

may puzzle the learner at a higher level of proficiency. Here are a few

vamples:

(5) Not till then did I realize what had happened.

(55C) Nisam do tada shvatio ilto se dogodilo.

(6) Who saw him kill the bird? I did. (Me)

(6SC) Tko ga je vidio da je ubio pticu? Ja.

(7) In his French writings one finds not a single German
wordk.

(7SC) U njegovim francuskim napisima Make ne nalazi
ni jednu njemaalcu rije6.

(8) He seemed not to notice.

(8SC) Cinilo se da nije primijetio.
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(9) How went it?

(9SC) ICako je illo?

4. The use of do in the inverted order (5) is not found only in questions but

is quite common when a negative adverbial or one near to being negative

in meaning (seldom, rat:Ity, etc) begins the sentence:

(10) Seldom do we hear such fine singing.

(10SC) Bail rijetko tujemo tako lijepo pjevanje.

However, there are examples which are not quite covered by the above

rule (i. e. that adverbs beginning the sentence must have something

negative in their meaning) as e. g.

(11) Well did I know him.

(11SC) Vrlo sam p dobro znao.

The reason why this minor English pattern with do often remains

neglected by textbook authors is obvious. It does not contain an essential

use of do, and the pattern may be considered a stylistic variant of the one

with the normal word, rder. Thus it concerns primarily advanced learners.

It is difficult to give a single SC translation equivalent of the pattern with

the inverted do. intensifiers with the adjectives beginning the sentence

seem to suggest comparable effects.

5. The use of do with the personal pronoun in the answer to the titivation as

illustrated by (6) is one of the minor patterns that the speaker of SC

tends to internalize rather late or not at all, possibly, owing to the

equivalent in SC which is normally a bare personal pronoun in. the nominative.

Such a bare personal pronoun (in the objective case) can also be found in

English in this pattern and that is naturally closer to the speaker of SC.

Hence the neglect of the pattern with do to which however some attention

ought to be paid. The direct interference would result in answering "I",
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which is not acceptable in English.

O. In the negative type of sentence illustrated by (7) the absence of the

do periphrasis can be attributed to the fact that not does not belong to

the verb find but to another element in the construction. However, the

meaning would not be impaired if the verb were made negative:

(12) In his French writings one does not find a single
German word.

The SC translation is the same as in (7SC).

Such a construction with the negation of a single element (object) and

with the non-negated verb is not possible in SC:

(13) *U njegovim frencuskira napisima Eitalac
nalazi ni jednu njernaaku rijeE.

The use of ne before jedtu 2 would make the meaning contrary to that of

the English sentence:

(14SC) U njegovim francuskim napisima nalazi se ne jedna
njemaeka rijeE.

It may be expected then that the learner will tend to internalize only the

pattern (12) and if we want him to master also the minor pattern (7)

some attention will have to be paid to it, probably at advanced levels of

proficiency.

7. A somewhat similar possibility is founa in constructions with the verbs

appear, seem, hope, suppose, think followed by the infinitive or a

(that) clause. In such constructions we may have either the do-periphrasis

with the mentioned verbs or not attached to the dependent infinitive

or that-clause. In some cases the meaning does not seem to vary e. g.

(15) The child does not seem to be well,

(15SC) Ne izgleda da je djetetu dobro.
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(16) The child seems not to be well.

(16SC) Izgleda da djecetu gle dobro.

As the examples illustrate the two types of negation are possible in SC

with semantically and functionally corresponding verbs, however, of

course, English has the do-periphrasis when one of the listed verbs

are negated. The SC verbs allowing of the two possibilities are misliti,

nadati se, pretpostaviti etc.

Note also the patterns like:

(19) I think not.

(19SC) Mislim d± ati

where there is no do periphrasis because the negative element not belongs

to the dependent (previously mentioLed) infinitive or that-clause. A

structurally identical pattern is found in SC. No interference is expected

with the two patterns described.

8. The question withont do as illustrated by (9) is highly stylistically

marked as rhetorical or jocular. A similar example is:

(20) what say you to a walking tour?

(205C) gto katel o jednom pjeliaeenju?

Such examples are rare and of little importance in teaching.

A very common interrogative construction in American English is the

one with how come:

(21) How ,.4me the boys did it themselves?
rriarEilaoe, it come!)

(215C) Saito to_da su momci to Sarni uradili?

Here how come is a question phrase.
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b. Teaching problems
4

9. The more or less marginal patterns discussed here concern mainly

advanced learners. Central problems connected with the teaching of

the auxiliary do are those of introducing it in questions and negations,

as that represents a problem of "total learning", after which a strategy

has to be devised for unlearning its use in questions where the question

word is the subject (Who said it?), and in indirect questions. The latter

is one of the mistakes occurring again and again with very advanced

learners.

NOTES

1. Repetition here means "code": I have a hoMe aid so do you.

2. i owe Mr. Wayies Brownerthe suggestion that have to should be taught

before must.
3. Note that (31) cannot be expanded by e. g. 11. . than a bottle of wine" which

is quite possible in the case of (32). in other words better in (31) seems
to have lost its ftmction of a comparative as our translation (31SC)

suggests. I am indebted to Mr. Wayles Brown for his help in formulating

this distinction.
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Dora Madek (University of Zagreb)

RELATIVE PRONOUNS IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN

I. The E relative pronouns to be discussed in this paper are:

WHO, WHICH, THAT, ZERO-RELATIVE, and WHAT'.

Their SC equivalents are mostly TKO, gTO, KOJI, IJI, KAKAV,

and KOLIKI, all functioning as relative pronouns.

2. The system of relative pronouns in E.

2. L The relative pronouns who. which, and what coincide in form with the

interrogative pronouns, and that with the demonstrative pronoun2,
though

they are different in function. The pronoun who has distinct forms for

the oblique case (whom) and the possessive case (whose) Which has a

suppletive possessive form whose and no separate oblique form, while

that and what are uninflected, and express various syntactical relations

only by means of prepositions.

2.2. The position of the relative pronoun, or the nominal phrase containing

the relative pronoun. is invariably at the head of a relative clause,

unless it is preceded by a conjunction, preposition or numeratives

like Loll all, none, five, etc.

(1) He carried a chair which was almost as big as himself.

(2) They arrived a week ago, since which time we havens t had
a moment of peace in this house.

(3) The girls both of whom were quite pretty.

1 v 9
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However, even with prepositions the above order is not obligatory,

less formal E allowing the preposition to be placed at the end of the

clause (in back position).

(3a) The suit in which I fancied myself ... or

The suit which I fancied myself in ...

If the pronoun is who in its oblique form, the stem form is often

preferred when the pronoun is not immediately preceded by the

preposition:

(4) But how could one shoot a man at whom it was so easy
to laugh?

But how could one shoot a man whom it was so easy to
laugh at?

But how could one shoot aman who it was so easy to
laugh at?

2.3 Relative pronouns are used to link relative clauses to the principal

clause, but, unlike conjunctions, they refer to an antecedent, usually

a noun, pronOun, or clause .3

(5) The man who came yesterday ...
(6)1, who am your best friend

(7) I saw her who they said had disappeared :I
(8) The watch is her father' s, whose temper is well known.

(9) They don' t like 2E1, which is superior to theirs.
(10) He sent them all away, which was a foolish thing to do.

2. 3.1 WHO is used with antecedents referring to persons, and similarlyONINIP

whom and whose the latter of which can be also used with inanimate

referents. Who (whose and whom) occurs in restrictive and non-

restrictive relative clauses5.

(11) I wish I knew the man who wrote that book. (restr. )

(12) My father, who will be seventy tomorrow, is still a
keen sportsman.
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(13) A young woman whom he had never seen before ... 6

(14) Two or three men whose names he knew..
(15) ... democratic equality among a population who were

entirely unfit for it ...
(16) ... there was a world beyond ... these trees whose

leaves were ... black.

As can be observed in example (15) who can occur with a verb in

plural if the antecedent is considered to mean plurality.

2. 3.2. WHICH usually refers to non-human antecedents pr a clause:

(17) She gave me a look which was coquettish.---........
(18) The decision was postponed, which was exactly what he

wanted.

It can refer to human antecedents if their quality is thought of rather

than the person:

(19) He looked like a lawyers which he was.

Like who which can be used in both restrictive and non-restrictive

clauses:

(20) The task which confronted him had to be faced alone.
(restr. )

(21)Westminster Abbey, which is one of the oldest churches in
Great Britain, contains the graves of many famous Englishmen.
(non-restr.)

Which can also be used attributively:

(22) He bought the Times, which newspaper he always reads.

(23) It rained all night and day, during which time the ship
broke in pieces.

2.3.3. THAT is a universal relative, referring to human and non-human

antecedents, especially if the antecedents are mixed.However, it much

less commonly refers to persons than to things.

(24) There is no law that forces you ...
(25) His house and friend that you saw ...
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That is an alternative for who and which. but more often for which.

as who is preferred to that when the antecedent relates to a person.

it has also been noticed? that wh-pronouns can more frequently

replace that (and the zero-relative - see below) than the other way

round. Nevertheless, there are rules for the use of that (rather

than which) that can be relied upon with pretty great certainty8.

That is always used:

a, In elliptical constructions: The year that the war broke out.
(Ellipsis of the preposition: in which)

b. When the personal antecedent denotes quality of character or
kind of person: Fool that I west

c. in expressions like: Mrs. Jones (Miss Smith that was).

That is generally used9:

a. When the clause qualifies a preceding it, all. anything, and
similar pronominals: They left all that was not particularly
necessary for the trip.

What was it that you wanted to ask?..
b. When it refers to superlatives: He was the best cook that was

ever employed by them.

c. When interrogative who or which occurs in the head clause:

Who was it that came yesterday.

That also seems to be commonly used in the kind of clause which is

between the restrictive and non-restrictive, further, that seems to

be more frequent in object function. in medial relative clauses

(probably for stylistic reasons) and in short clauses.

2. 3.9. Zero-Relative. The zero-relative pronoun is used as an alternative

of that, except when that is the subject of the clause. The restrictions

on the use of the zero-relative are similar to those placed upon that.
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For which reason we prefer to consider it an alternative of that,

rather than who or which, thus considering a replacement of the wh-

pronouns by that necessary before alternation with the zero relative.

If the zero-pronoun functions as a prepositional object the preposition

is placed in back position:

(26) At least they get to do the work 0 they like.

(27) It' s the only thing 0 you' re sensible about.

2. 3.5. WHAT is an independent relative, i. e. it does not refer to any

substantival eleinent. It can function as subject, object, predicative,

and prepositional complement. What as a subject occurs with the

singular of the verb, If the context does not require a plural.

(28) What is true of Korean sculpture is even more true of
Korean painting.

(29) What I want are details.
(30) What you do with it is up to you. (subject clause)

(31) Then i remembered what 1 had to accomplish. (object clause)

(32) That wasn't what you wanted to see me about. (predicate)

What can be used also attributively:

(33) They gave us what money they had.

What can in the above examples be replaced by that which, an

obsolete form in contemporary usage, though still to be found in

grammars.

3. The system of relative pronouns in SC.

3. 1. The SC relative pronouns coincide in form with interrogative pronouns,

as is the case in E. They can be divided into two categories:

a. tko, lito inflected for case only and used substantively, and

b. 1 c . .13 b ail, kakav, kolilci inflected for gender, number, and case,
used attributively as well as substantively.
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The relatives are used to introduce relative clauses, and can be

preceded only by conjunctions and prepositions. They occur with

antecedents which can be nouns, pronouns, and clauses.

3,.22. TKO
10 refers to human referents, i. e. nominal and pronominal

antecedents in the nominative singular.

LTO refers to human and non-human referents, as well as whole

clauses as antecedents.

KOJI (kola, koje) is used with all antecedents, singular and plural.

In oblique cases it can be substituted by St° followed by a personal

pronoun in the oblique case. This is obligatory when the antecedent

is in the nominative:

(34) tuna Ito solo Levidjeli ... (152asmo vidjeli)

IJI liused to denote possession, and it is said to be restricted to

antecedents in singular which refer to a male human. However, the

usage of it for female, non-human, and even inanimate referents

is on the increase:

(35) Otac at su sinovi ...
LiaLca aii su sinovi ...
2eue Ali su sinovi ...
Ptica sit. su 3aja ...
Drvede At su grane ... 11

KAKAV and KOLIKI are used for all nouns in singular and plural,

denoting quality or quantity respectively.

3. 2. 1 The relative pronounicst (koja, koje) can be substituted by the

adverbs g Icalcot and the conjunctions da, to (the last in southern
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dialects). Thus the relative clause proper is extendable into

stylistically marked relative clauses.

(36) Vidjeli amo aovjeka laCradi

Vidjeli smo aovjeka radi

Vidjeli amo aovjeka kako radi

nema vlasti da nije od boga

drvo iskopano kao korito, to voda ide njira.

4. Contrastive Analysis .

4.1. On a small corpus of 1. 000 relative clauses introduced by relative

pronouns12 unconditioned translation probability shows the following

equivalences:

WHO - koji .83 ZERO - koji . 58

tko .08 Ito .34

Ito - kakav -
non rel. . 05 koliki -

WHOM- koji . 97 non. rel. 06

non rel. WHAT - koji -
WHOM alp . 67 Ito . 88

non rel. .33 koliki

WHICH- koji .65 non rel.

aiji -
Ito
kakav

gdje

. 18

-
non rel. .11

THAT - koji .66

Ito
kakav

koliki

.24

non rel. .09
Note: Where no numbers are indicated it is because they are very

insignificant.
non rel. - the construction is other than relative clause
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4 2 1 WHO being a relative referring to humans, and only' occasionally

to domestic animals, will in SC have as most probable equivalents

tko and koli, and less frequently ito. Koff, having the widest range

of antecedents, accordingly occurs as translation equivalent in most

of the cases (see 4.1.). Tko is limited to use with singular

antecedents, particularly if they are indefinite pronouns (in E

also nouns preceded by the indefinite article):

(37) Those who believe in heaven on earth are creating
hell.

(37SC) Oni 122 vermin u nebo na zentlji irtvarain pakao.

(38) It would be unwise to antagonize a man who can
help him.

(385C) Bib bi nerezumno dodi u sukob s nekim tko mu
mole pornodi.

tto is even more limited and is invariably substitutable by

(39) Leddersford is a place where they don't like
people who put on airs.

(39SC) Leddersford je mjesto u kojem ne vole ljude to
se pave vaini.

Free translations of who, where the relative and verb are omitted,

so to say, trim the sentence, and the noun phrase agrees in case

with the antecedent, are frequent.

(40) ... the Tory candidate was a relative of the
Torvers, who owned the biggest firm in Dutton ...

(40SC) ... konzervativni kandidat bio je rodjak Torverovih,
vlasnika najvedeg poduzeda u lluftonu

WHOM, being an oblique case form, will have as SC equivalent

toil or tko in various oblique cases. In many instances it is

difficult to say which of the two relatives is used, because they

coincide in form (e. g. koga, kojegefitega). itoifie naturally more

frequent, being applicable to all genders and both numbers.
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(41) d have to soft-soap people whom I despised.

(41SC)Morao bih ugadjati /Judi= itoje.prezirem.
(42) She discovered that she didn't want to see anyone

whom she knew or knew me.

(42SC) Ustanovila je da ne fell vidjeti nikogalsoe poznaje
ill tko poznaje men*.

1212....pm receded by a preposition is paralleled by tog and preposition.

(43) I tried to think of Alice just as the person I loved,
the one with whom I could be.kind

(43SC) Pokulao sam misliti na Alice saw, kao na tents koju
volim, kao na genu rpvaa IcoLoj sam mogao biti Ilubazan

WHOSE is in more than a half of the cases translated with Ail, even

in reference to non-human antecedents. without exception. The rest are

free renderings which show no patterning.

(44) He became again the small dealer he really was whose
pension would never be sufficient.

(44SC) Opet bi postao mall trgovac, Ito je u istini I bio,
renta nikad ne6e biti dovoljna.

(45) There was a world beyond the slag heaps anc these
trees whose leaves were always coated black.

(45SC) iza brda troske i iza drve6a, Lie je Hide ...

4..2.2. WHICH. In most cases which is translated with Log, invariably so

with non-human antecedents, and in a number of cases with Ito,

mainly when the antecedent is a whole sentence or when it is an

indefinite pronoun.

(46) He carried a chair which was almost as big as himself.

(46SC) Nod° je stolicu Ic_olaje bila skoro into toliko velika kao
i on.

(47) I went over to the little group whiCil looked more
and more impregnable ant' dangerous.

(475C) Polka* sam pre nia ma.114 phti, koja je dobivala ave
vile i vile neosvojiv i opasan izgled.
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OS) it dealt with a very charmInglippir.salddlit-olass
family the members of which nearly committed
adultery.

(49SC) Pokazivao je neku vrlo dralesnu gradjansku obiteij,
elanovi malo to ne polinile preljub.

(49) We were expected to work all the time, which
appears reasonable enough.

(49SC)Od nes se oeekivalo da radimo cijelo vrijerne, Ito
je dosta logilno.

(50) Something which was uncompromisingly real ...
(50SC) Neito Ito je bilo neumollivo stvarno

gto can also be the equivalent of which when it occurs with human

antecedents, but refers to the quality of the person.

(51)t He became again the small: dealer which he really was.

(51SC) Opet bi postao malt trgovac4 Ito je u !stint i bio

In several examples which accompanied by a preposition (mostly

suggesting place: in, at. with has as an equivalent gat:

(52) Wbrmold reached the undistinguished block in which
Hasselbacher lived.

(52SC) Wormold stile u neugledni blok zgrada, jigt je ste.novao
Hasselbacher.

A large percentage of the which sentences are translated more freely,

exhibiting. however, some regularities. restrictive clauses can occur

with other than exactly corresponding relatives like kakav in:

(53) An illuminating insight ... may be obtained by ex-
amining the parts which they played ...

(53SC) Pou4an uvid u karakter molemo dobiti, ako raz-
motrImo kalcvu su ulogu odigrali ;

non-restrictive relative clauses which stand as appositive elements

are frequently introduced by conjunctions i or a (which possibility

exists in E as well, but is not preferred to clauses introduced by

relative pronouns) and various adverbial constructions.
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(54) He greeted most of his customers by name, which was
one of the reasons for his prosperity.

(54SO) Tako je pozdravljao ve4inu multerija a to je I bio ...
raziog to mu je radnja tako dobio lila.

4.2.3. Zero-Relative. The zero-relative represents the omission of that and

has no zero equivalent in SC, where it is paralleled by all SC relative

pronouns. in our corpus a half are translated by lali, about 30% by

Ito, an occasional kakav and koliki, and in the eastern variant quite

frequently with an object clause introduced by d, the antecedent of

the E sentence functioning as subject in the SC object clause.

Koa is used with human and non-human antecedents. It stands for the

zero - relative when the antecedent is in object relationship to t. it verb

in the restrictive clause, or if it is a predicative of the same verb.

As said before (2.3. i ), it never occurs as subject of the clause:

(55. She' s absolutely the best girl 9 l' ye ever met.

( ,.SSC) Ona je apsolutno najboija djevojka toast= ikad
upoznao.

(58)1 There' s one thing 9 I don' t understand.
(585C) Ima jedna stvar let ne shva6am.

(57) He was indisputably a bettir person than the smooth
character 9 he is now.

(57SC) On je neoaporno blo bag aorjek nego to ugladjeno lice
tokje on sada.

gto is used with pronominal antecedents. especially with indefinite

pronouns and the singular neuter demonstrative pronouns ono, to,

and also if the antecedent Is a superlative.

(58) You can' t get everything 9 you want all at once.

(58SC) Ne moiety, eve to telite dobiti odjednom.
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(59) "You' ve very good hearing". "Not for anything I
don't want to listen to."

(595C) "Imate vi vrlo dobar sluh." "Ali ne za ono, Stone
'/sliest slulati. "

(60) That was the best we could get.

(SOSC) To je bib najbolte Ito servo mogli dobiti.

gto also seems to be preferred if kola would have occured in an oblique

case, though it is likely that this is characteristic only of parts of the

Western variant of SC, or even an idiosyncrasy of the particular

translator.

(61) i If you had to eat the food you cook you' d soon be thin.

(61SC) Da masa jests hranu Ito (koju) a 'rubel, brzo bi
omrlavio.

in the case of pronominal antecedents it cannot be substituted by toll,

while in most other .cases the substitution is possible.

(62) *Ne motets svelat /elite dobiti odjednom. for
everything you want

If rove is interpreted as the feminine or masculine accusative plural this

is a grammatical sentence, but in that case it is the translation

equivalent of the E everyone you want.

The usage of ito with pronominal antecedents is on the whole more

widespread thanicoa.

4.2.4. THAT is a relative pronoun used in restrictive clauses, preferably

with non -human antecedents. in SC it is paralleled mostly by Icoall

and Ito.

Koji is used for human and non-human antecedents in restrictive

clauses.

1.1
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(63) He was like a damnfool bulldog that has got his
teeth into a man.

(63SC) On je bio poput nekog prokletog buldoga 1ztl I je
zario zube u meso tollka.

(64) There was only one face that I wanted to see.

(64SC) Postojalo je samo jedno lice 1:11t stun 1 ell° vidjeti.

gto is normal with non-human antecedents or antecedents that ar

collective nouns denoting persons. It can usually be substituted.by

tot, unless the antecedent is modified by an indefinite pronoun, or

is such a pronoun, or else the antecedent is the demonstrative ono 13

(65) She used to know everything that went on in Dutton.

(655C) Ona je znala sve Ito se dogadja u Duftonu.

(66) These two possessed the things that Prewitt valued.

(665C) Ta su dvnjica 'male ono, iittje Prewitt cijenio.

In free versions it seems that often the relative + verb phrase can be

omitted, the nominal phrase following them, acting now as an

adnominal adjunct.

(67)He unscrewed the top and poured all that there was
into his glass.

(67SC) On odvrnu zapuis.5 i nali sve (5to je bilo njoj) u &tau.

Emphatic constructions with it is are frequently r-ndered without this

introductory phrase:

(68) 1t was only our bodies that did these things.

(685C) Samo su na5a tijela dinila to stvari.

The relative clause is then omitted too, the predicate of the E relative

clause serving as predicate of the main.clause in SC.

Adverbial clauses introduced by kao, kako, kada have also been noticed

to be translation equivalents of E relative clauses i .troduced by that.
I !
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This that could likewise be replaced by relative adverbs of placs. and

time where, when in E, or by which and the corresponding #ositions

on, at etc. Adverbs of manner how however, cannot alternate with the

pronouns in this way. That can here be replaced by the zero-relative too.

(69) At any rate, the one day that it rained was the day
that we got really stinkingly sozzled.

(69SC) Na svaki naafi, onaj jedini dan kada je padala kila
bio je dan kad smo se svinjski opili.

(69a) ... the one day on which it rained ...
?... the one day which it rained on...

(69b) ... the one day 0 it rained ...
(69c) ... the one day when it rained ...

4.2. 5. WHAT is an independent relative, often being a substitute for that

which, an obsolete form (as mentioned in 2. 3.5.) thus having as

translation equivalent ono Ito, and only occasionally tat and koliki,

which represent free renditions rather than proper equivalents.

(70) He didn' t understand a word of what he said.

(70SC) On nije razumio ni jednu rije61211 je izgovorio.

(71) You always get what you want when you' re young.

(71SC) ovjek dobiva ono to Eel', kad je mlad.

The demonstrative - relative, in SC ono, Ito, could here likewise

be the obsolete that which in E and students should not be encouraged

to use it.

(71a) ?You always get that which you want...

4. 1. 6. WHOEVER. WHICHEVER, WHATEVER - WHOSOEVER. WHICHSOEVER,

WHATSOEVER. The wh- pronouns can be compounded with -ever, and

murt. literary -soever, thus resulting in independent indefinite relatives,
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'functioning as part of the main as well as of the relative clause:

(72) Whoever they asked gave them the wrong answer.
sentence: subject, clause: object)

(73) They reported whatever it was he did. (sentence: object,
clause: object)

They function as relative pronoun and antecedent combined, and thus

are matchtd by a substantival element in the main clause, and relative

pronoun in the relative clause, if the meaning of the context is

indefinite:

(72a) The person who(m) they asked gave them the wrong
answer.

(73a) They reported the thing which he did ...

Another parallel can be a relative clause with indefinite pronouns as

antecedents (anyone, anything etc.):

(74) Whoever believes that is dreaming.

(Ida) Amon!. who believes that is dreaming.

The SC equivalents of the indefinite relatives are indefinite relative

pronouns, which are also compounds or phrases. They are formed

from the two types of relative pronouns
14 tko, Ito and tat, Vii, kakav,

kolikt and -god, in phrases god follows the relative as a separate word,

and so does the phrase mu drago, while bilo and ma precede:

tkogod, itogod, kojigod, aijigod, kaltavgod, koliktgod,

tko god, Ito god, koji god etc. ,
ma tko, ma Ito, ma koji etc.,

.
bilo tko, bilo Ito, bilo koji etc.,
tko mu drago, Ito mu drago, koji mu drago etc. ,

The rules regarding the usage of the pronoun as regards referent

parallel those for simple relative pronouns, e. g. whoever and

whosoever are used for human referents, having as equivalents in
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SC tkogod, ma tko, bilo koji, kakav mu drago etc . , while whichever

and whichsoever predominantly refer to non-human referents and

have as SC equivalents fitogod, koji mu drago, bilo Imlay etc. Whatever

and whatsoever refer to the idea of the sentence rather than to an object,

and are in SC matched by litogod or relative adverbs takogod, ma Icako etc.

(75) They're getting rough - whoever they are.
(75SC) Postaju eurovi ma ko da su.

(76) He won't be caught out whatever he does.

(76SC) Mega nede uloviti, ma Ito on uainio.

In our corpus however, other collocations than the above mentioned

have been observed as well:

whoever: ko su de su; bez obzira na to ko.

5. Teaching Implications

5.1. There are several advantageous circumstances for the SC learner of

E as regards the systems of relative pronouns in both languages:

5 1.1. In the first place there is the fact that both languages have such systems

as against some languages which may not have any relative pronouns.

5.1.2. Also, in both languages the relative pronouns can have the same form

as the respective interrogative pronouns.

5.1.3. E as in SC the nominal group containing a relative pronoun occupies

the head position in a relative clause.

5.2. The differences and difficulties arising from them are likely to occur

mostly at an intermediate level of learning, and are as follows:

5 2.1. The members of the E and SC systems of relative pronouns differ in

various respects:

a. In SC all the five members (tko, Ito, naji, kakav, koliki) coincide

In form with the interrogative pronouns, while in E this is true
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only of three (who, which, what) of the five members. They can

be memorized as wh. pronouns, against that and the zero-relative
which have no interrogative pairs.

b. While in E there is no pronoun that would correspond to SC kakav
and koliki (which does not seem to create particular learning difficultie

there are no equivalents of that and zero-relative in SC. They can

usually be substituted by which, and are more common in colloquial

usage. There a pause in speech which marks non-restrictive
clauses may not be sufficiently obvious to remove ambiguities, as

the commas do in print15

c. it is also important to notice that the adverb where in E cannot
replace a relative pronoun in the way oil does in SC, i.e. to
refer to II substantival antecedent not denoting place.

(77) *I saw a man where (he) worked.

A similar mistake has been observed with how for kako:

(77a) *I saw a man how he worked.

5.2.2. The back position of the preposition is a feature of E that does not

occur in SC relative clauses. This position in E is not obligatory, but

extremely common in all non-formal usage, so that it is important

that it be taught at intermediary level.

5.2.3. in connection with the previous point it should also be stressed that,

with a preposition in back position, the oblique and possessive forms

of who (whom, whose) are less common than the uninflected form. This

is impossible in SC, and the obligatory usage of inflected forms in

their mother tongue would probably induce SC learners to always use

whom or whose with prepositions, even when they do not precede

the pronoun.
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5.2.4. On basis of their reference to human antecedents, and particularly

because of their equivalence as interrogative pronouns, the pronouns

who and tko are easily identifiable. They are equivalent in meaning,

but they differ in frequency of usage. Who appears to be much more

frequently used in E than tko in SC, where the most frequent relative,

even for human antecedents, is icog.

5.2 5. Similarly what and Ito can be identified on the same grounds as who

and tko. The differences here are however, much greater. What is

restricted to the use either without antecedent, or to antecedents

that are whole clauses. 6to can be used with substantival antecedents

as well. As Ito is in SC associated with pronominal. antecedents,

especially with indefinite pronouns, what is often heard instead of

that 16:

(710 *All what we know about him is ...

(78.so Sve Ito o njemu smarm je

5.2.6. The relatives with the widest distribution are which in E and MI

in SC. Both can be used for human and non.human referents, but

students should be warned not to use which for human antecedents as

unrestricted as ice. Which can be used only when a limited number

of persons are concerned, or when the quality of the person is thought

of, In all other cases the equivalent of tog for human antecedents should

be who. Furthenta cannot refer to a whole clause as which can. This

may lead to a constant use of what due to the identification of what

and Ito, Ito being the SC relative referring to whole clauses. This may
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not always be acceptable:

(79) *They all took their umbrellas what was a very good
thing to do.

(79SC) Svi su uzeli kilobrane, itojet bile dobro

in this case, as in all those cases where which cannot be substituted

by that which (or 5to preceded by ono for that matter), which should

be used.

5.2.7. For the learner it is important that he should identify ism Just as

much with who (with human antecedents) as with which (with antecedents

that have non -human referents), that and 0 (in restrictive clauses).

to should be identified with which (most frequently) and what (only

when the antecedent is a whole clause and that replaceable by that which.

never with human antecedents). That and the zero-relative might tend

to get neglected by the learner in favour of the more frequent relatives

who and which, even in restrictive clauses. This need not be given

too much importance, as it has been noticed that the wh- pronouns

are much more used than it would appear without a more thorough

investigation of the usage17. That and the zero-relative are more

colloquial and thus common in Informal language.

5.2. 8. The indefinite relative pronouns whoever, whichever etc. have only

one single-word equivalent in SC (tkogod, Atogod etc ), and even this

word has a two-word alternative (tko god, to god etc. ), so that the learner

might happen to overuse their E two-word equivalents:

anyone who, anything which:

(80) Anyone who wants a job can have it.

(Whoever wants a job can have it.)
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This however, can create only stylistic monotony in the speaker's

usage.

5 2 'I In connection with this last point, it is to be expected that a SC

speaker of E will use relative clauses to a much greater extent than a

native E speaker would. This could be due to interference from SC

where relative clauses are much more used than in E, matching such

other E constructions as infinitives, gerunds, and participles, when

functioning attributively. in order to avoid monotony and too great

simplicity of expression, attention should be given to this problem at

an advanced level of learning.

For a sentence like:

(81) On nije tovjek toji biiito uradio na pole.

besides

(8Ia) He is not a man who would do things by halves.

requires also the alternative

(81b) He is not a man to do things by halves.

Or:

(82)1 Djevojka kojsise smijekla ito je sladje mogla

(82E) a girl who was smiling her sweetest ...

a girl smiling her sweetest ...

(83) problem liasrno spomenuli

(83E) the problem which (that, 0) we mentioned ...

the problem mentioned ...
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NOTES

1. Relatives like as but, than, though etc.' are outside the scope of this
paper for several reasons:
a. Not all grammars deal with all of these items along with other relative

pronouns. What is more, they prefer other labels for them (Jespersen:
particles or conjunctions, Zandvoort: semi-relatives). Some grammars

give restrictions on their function as relative pronouns (Scheurweghs

says that they function almost like relative pronouns, and that they

resemble relative pronouns, while Schibsbye says that they are
accompanied by a particular meaning).

b. That and what are also sometimes termed relative particles, but they

have other features in common with the indisputable relative pronouns,

like reference to a substantival antecedent (who, which, that), same
form as interrogative pronouns (who, which, what), use in attributive

position (which, what). The most frequently included relatives (not

relative pronouns I) as and but, let alone other words sometimes

included in the chapter on relative pronouns, cannot refer to a

substantival antecedent in a simple relative meaning. As is, indeed,

used in such a way, but only in dialectal and vulgar speech:

(I) women as knew Tom

(11) him as I have made mention

When as and but occur in the standard language, they convey a particular

meaning:

as (only with such and same modifying the antecedent) has a comparative

association (There are as good fish in the sea as ever came out of it).

But can introduce relative clauses with a negative meaning (matching

that ... not) (there wasn't a man in the barony but had a hundred songs

in his head).

c. Translation equivalents of as and but etc. would appear to be more

frequently various adverbial constructions than relatives proper
(Ill) 1 bought the same dress as you did.

Kupila sera istu italjinu kao i ti.
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(1V) Such a nice trip as we made ...
Takav krasan inlet kao 6to je bio

(V) There was no one but knows ...

Nema nikoga a da ne bi znao (tko ne zna)

These relatives could be more appropriately incorporated under a

heading including all relatives, i. e. adverba like whenever, wherever,

etc., which can frequently be substitutes for a construction with relative

pronouns.

(VI) He went away the same way as he had come.

He went away the same way that he had come.

He went away whence he had come.

(Vib) Vrstio se istim putem kako
Vratio se istim putem tole je i dollao.
Vratio se istim putem odalde je i donao.

2. It is important to note that this coincidence occurs only in the written

language, as the pronunciations of the two pronouns differ, the relative

that being pronounced 4J , the demonstrative on the other hand Patti .

3. Who and that cannot have cliuses as antecedents, and what refers only to

whole clauses. Which can have both a word and a clause as antecedent.

4. Sometimes the relative pronoun in cases like this one appears to be felt
as the object of the relative clause, which it really is not, and therefore
it is found in the oblique case as well: "I saw her, whom they said had

disappeared."

5. Restrictive relative clauses are such relative clauses which confine or
limit the application of the antecedent, while non-restrictive relative
clauses introduce a descriptive, independent fact, and are in loose
relation t, the antecedent. Hence non-restrictive clauses are separated
from the meta clause by a pause, in print indicated by a comma. (Curme;
Syntax).

6 There is a tendency to use the uninflected firm even in cases where the
pronoun is not a prepositional object at all:

(VII) A young woman who he had never seen before

13
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7. R. Quirk "Relative Clauses in Educated Spoken English", English Studies

Vol. 38, No. 3, pp. 97.109

8. See Frederick T. Wood "That and Which as Re dive Pronouns", English

Language Teaching, Vol. VIII, No. 1, pp. 8.14.

9. That is generally more frequent in the colloquial usage, while which is

normal in formal and written usage.

10. Normally pronounced ko, in the eastern variant even spelt without lit".

11. In normative grammars IlDrveee kojeg au gran ..." (relative following the
antecedent) is recommended as the only acceptable.

12. The corpus has been extracted for a diploma essay submitted to the

Department of English, Arts Faculty. University of Zagreb, by Di. BradaSka.

It has been derived from three novels and their translations into SC:

3. Brat:* "Room at the Top" (1957),

G. Greene "Our Man in Havana" (1958),

3. Jones "From Here to Eternity" (1951).

13. See zero-relative (4.2.3. )

14. See 3.1.

15. The orthographic rule saying that non - restrictive clauses are marked off

by commas, while restrictive clauses are not, is valid in SC as well.

16. See rules for the use of that (4.2.3. ).

17. Quirk, ibid.
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Ljiljana Mihailovid (University of Beograd)

NOUN PHRASES AS SUBJECT IN ENGLISH AND SERBO-CROATIAN

a. Criteria for defining subjecthood in English and Serbo-Croatian.

1. The relation "subject of * sentence" has not been defined unequivocally

in existing English grammars.1 No single criterion for defining the

relation has been found for several reasons. Grammarians tend to give

precedence to agreement in number between the nominal element and

the finite verbal phrase as the main criterion for defining "the subject

of a sentence'', though they never fail to add that position of the nominal

element is as important. The majority try to evade the decision by

combining both criteria.

1.2 There have been attempts to equate the subject of the sentence with the

notion of "Mt or actor. It is easy to refute. by examples quoted from

existing grammars. the equation of subject with the initiator of the

action,2 as the underlying (called "logical subject" by traditional

grammarians) and surface subjects are not always in a one -to-one

relationship.

(1) He suffered torture.

(2) He hurt his leg in an accident.

(3) This portion serves two people.

Moreover, there are sentences which have no "Underlying subject".

(4) The window has broken.

(6) It is raining.
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1.3. Keeping in mind the purpose of our analysis, which is mainly practical,
.,.

we must remain pretty close to the surface structure and limit ourselves

to the consideration of the grammatical or surface -structure subject.

Therefore we shall consider the subject of the sentence to be the noun

phrase (we shall limit ourselves to noun phrase when speaking about

concord) which functions in the verb number-and-person agreement

rule. The lack of ccncord markers in verbs and the lack of inflectional

suffixes in nouns which would distinguish the subjective from the

objective case often makes it necessary to consider the place of the

noun phrase as an indispensable criterion for determining subjecthood.

b. Place of sub ect

2. In statements the noun phrase functioning as "subject" precedes the

finite verb phrase and selects its number in case there is a concord

bearer in the verbal phrase. In equational sentences which have noun

phrases as exponents of subject and of nominal predicate, it is not

always easy to determine which noun phrase is the subject, as inversion

often takes place. In English there is a tendency to treat the initial

position as "subject territory". as the nominative before the copula ..

is often the subject, it has become the rule to place the copula in

accord with it, whether it be a.subject or a predicate.

(6) "Her children (subject) are her sole care".

(7) "Her principal anxiety (predicate, but felt as subject)
was her children".

(8) "The chief curse (predicate, but felt as subject)
is taxes",

Though this moot question is not only of theoretical interest we shall

not dwell on it any further, as word order and concord will be dealt
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with In this project under separate headings.

2.1. In sentences introduced by existential there the noun phrase functioning

as subject follows the verb and is in number-and-person agreement

with it. The majority of existential sentences have finite forms of the

verb be which distinguishes more condord.bearing forms than any other

verb In English.

(9) There was a cool breeze from the sea.

2, 2. In relative clauses the noun phrase functioning as subject precedes the

finite verb, but follows the relative pronoun if any

2.3, A number of adverbial modifiers, usually of negative and restrictive

meaning (scarcely, hardly, seldom, ralze , little, not. neither, never,

by no means, at no time, etc.), when put in initial position, entail

inversion in statements, so that the noun phrase functioning as subject

takes the position between the first auxiliary and the rest of the verb

phrase (involving the introduction of the auxiliary do if there is no other

auxiliary in the verb phrase)! In sentences introduced by existential

there inversion occurs between the first auxiliary of the verb phrase and

there and the subject follows the there and the rest of the verb phrase

if airy.

(10) Scarcely had the child started when it began to rain.

(11) Never have the children seen anything like it.

(12) Nowhere is this phenomenon so noticeable as in the south.

(13) Nor was there any breeze from the sea.

(14) Nor will there be any breeze.

(15) Nor did there seem to be any breeze.

Inversion of subject and first auxiliary, with introduction of do if

necessary, also takes place after some adverbial phrases whose first
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element is oaP (only by chance, only then, only today, etc.).

(16) Only then did the girl realize her mistake.

2.4. Prepositional adverbs, such as avazs down, off otttt 22, etc.. when

put in initial position may cause inversion5

(17) Off went the car, up rose the other fellow!

2.5. A negated object when put in initial positton entails obligatory inversion

of subject and the first auxiliary of the verb phrase.

(18) Not a sound did the man make.

2.6. Inversion also occurs when non-negative adverbial modifiers are put

in initial position (very often the noun phrase functioning as subject is

long). In this type of inversion the subject is put after the whole

non-transitive verb phrase (no do is introduced).

(19) Herein lies a distinction between the En lish
and most Continental systems.

(20) On this doctrine depend all our civil and
religious liberties.

(21) Half-way along it stood (or: was standing) an
old-fashioned table with a chair behind it. and
a reel clMairtg four keys.

As this kind of inversion is not obligatory, being a stylistic device

used mainly in written language, examples without inversion are

also found.

(22) In a low room, sitting by a table, a dirty yellow
and black rug on her knees, an old hag sat?

2.7. Inversion of this type occurs in sentences with the copula be if the

nominal predicate which has the form of a prepositional phrase is

put in initial position.
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(23) Across one corner of this room was (or: had been)
a curved counter, stacked with crockery and glasses
and with shelves of bottles behind it.

(24) At the end of the building, against the outer wall
of the restaurant, was an outside stairway, built of
atone, leading to the rooms above.

2 8 With verbs of saying interrupting or following direct speech inversion

of subject is optional.

(25) "I have been living here for ages", said the old
man, "but 1 have never met this woman 17tarle I.

(26) "You'll feel all right tomorrow", her husband said.

2 9 In conditional clauses where the conjunction is deleted, the noun phrase

functioning as subject is placed between the first auxiliary and the rest

of the verb phrase.

(27) Had may brother known the truth he wouldn't
have helped them.

2.10 In certain exclamatory sentences in which the petrified subjunctive

present tense forms or the analytical subjunctive forms (with mu) are

used, the subject follows the simple subjunctive form, or is placed

between the auxiliary and the main verb if the form is analytical.

(28) Long live our President.

(29) May John live to repent it.

Exclamatory sentences beginning with how and what followed by an

adverb of manner have optional inversion. But if the exclamatory

word is deleted inversion of subject and first auxiliary is obligatory.

(30) How bitterly the girl regretted her folly.
(31) Bitterly did the girl regret her folly.

2.11. to questions the subject is placed between the first auxiliary and the

rest of the verb phrase except when the aut.;ut is questioned.
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(32) Did the boy bring the letter?

(33) Which boy brought the letter?

3. The subject in SC sentences is the noun phrase in the nominative case

which functions in the verb number-person-and-gender agreement rule10

As order among the math sentence elernenie is mud. peer in SC than in

E, concord is the principal criterion for determining subjecthood in SC.

Even in equational sentences, where concord wavers in E, there is no

hesitation iU a SC sentence as to which nominal phrase selects the form

of the verb, as order is not relied upon and there is no expectation like

in E that the subject will be in initial position.

(34) Her principal anxiety Glavna su joj brigs bila
was children. deca.

(35) The chief curse is taxes. Glavno prokletstvo su doprinosi

3 1 There are some points that arise In connection with the concord between the

noun phrase in the function of subject and the finite verb phrase which

w.rrant mention, as they can be a source of negative transfer for a SC

learner of E. The use of certain modifiers such as mnogo, Esit, vedina

and the numerals higher than four entails an oblique case in the rest of

the noun phrase (no interference is envisaged from this fact on the part

of the SC learner of English, whereas this would be a source of great

difficulty for an E learner of Serbo-Croatian). Mnogo (being an adverb)

modifies both countable and uncountable head nouns and is in agreement

with a singular terb. Interference may be expected when mnogo has nag

(a great many, etc. ).as counterpart in the E noun phrase.

(36) Mnogo dedaka bilo Many boys were absent.
otsut no.
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Noun phrases containing the numerals dva, tri and detiri are in concord

with a plural verb like in English, whereas concord wavers with acla,

vedina and the numerals higher than four, which is not the case with

English counterparts.

(3?) Tri devojke se ne slatu Three girl do not agree with
sa predlog .m. the proposal.

(38) Poly devojaka se ne sta. Half the girls do not agree,
t cos* predlogom. with the proposal.

(38a) Pole devojaka se ne

(39) Vedina ljudi se medjusobno Most people respect each
poiltup. other.

(39a) Vedina ljudi se medjusobno
po9tuju.

(40) Deset !coda e unitteno. Ten houses have been

(40a) Deset kuda au uniiltene. destroyed.

Negative transfer may result in E sentences which are not acceptable.

(41) *Half the girls doesn't agree with the proposal.

(42) *Most people respects each other.

(43) *Ten houses has been destroyed.

3.2. We should also like to point out in passing that ambiguities may arise

when the exponents of subject and object in SC are nouns where the

nominative is not inflectionally distinguished from the accusative easel.

(44) U talcvirn sludajevima
glagol prat! object.

In such cases the verb
follows the object.

In such cases the object
follows the verb.

4. The following are the most salient points of difference between the two

languages which may result in interference for a SC learner:

English Se rb o -C roatian

Lack of inflection in nouns
which would help distinguish
the subjective from the
objective case.
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Dearth of concord-bearing
verbal forms.

Manifold exponents of cone"
with verbs.

Fixed word order among the A much freer word order
exponents of the main sentence the main sentence element
elements, order being one of is contextually and stylistiett.
the most powerful grammatical determined and does not serve as
devices. a powerful grammatical device.

4 1. Another major source of interference is the cases where the subject of

the E sentence and the subject of the SC sentence are not in a one-to-one

correspondence (such cases are complicated by the fact that SC has

sentences where there is no grammatical subject and the underlying

subject appears in an oblique form).

(45) in certain cases the victims had U nekim sluNtjevitria irtvatna
their heads and limbs cut off. su odsetene glave i udovi.

(46) John is easy to please. Jovanu je lako ugoditi.

(47) his comfortable. Martil je udobno.

(48) his cold. (This sentence Marija je hladna.
has two interpretations.) Mariji je hladno.

(49) has a headache. Marija ima glavobolju.
This has two translation Mariju boll glava.

equivalents.)
(50) John was ashamed. Jovana je bib slid.

In such and similar examples the SC learner's errors are predictable.

Such structures can be taught so that the global meaning is made clear,

and they should be drilled until they become fixed and can be used

automatically. Pointing out the fact that such sentences have the same

doep structure in E and SC and that in many cases the surface structure

of the E sentence is at a greater remove from the underlying structure

than that of a SC sentence or vice versa is of no great practical value! 2

though it may be of great interest for the linguistic th@oratician.
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4.2. As our starting point is E when dealing with noun phrases in the function

of subject, we shall not consider those SC sentences where the subject

is deleted. We shall assume that a deleted third person subject it. a SC

sentence has a personal pronoun as counterpart in the surface structure

of an E sentence (though this may not be correct from the point of view

of the generation of sentences).

(51)1Does that small boy speak Da U taj mall deealc govori
English? englesld?
Yes, he does. Govori.

(52)' Do those small boys speak Da 11 ti mall deeaci govore
English? engleskl?
No, au don't. Ne govore.

NOTES

1. Transformational grammar dispenses with the notions "subject", "predicate",
etc. and uses, in the structural descriptions of the transformations, category
symbols referring to phrase -types and word types. Chomsky (Aspects of the

theory of Syntax, Cambridge, Mass. 1965, 68-74) differentiates function and
category, but argues that functions can be extracted directly from the

rewriting rules of the base and that the mention of grammatical functions

could be an unnecessary elaboration of the rules. Barbara Corey Hall
iSubject and Object in Modern English, MIT 1965, unpublished dissertation,

,n the other hand argues that there are syntactic relations which cannot
be ignored as they are important for determining the semantic interpretations

of related sentences (active and passive sentences being one of the examples
at hand).

2. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics. Cambridge, 1968,

340-341.

3. George 0. Curme, A Grammar of the T IgUsh Language. Vol. Ill. Syntax,
Boston 1931, 50.
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4. Britta M. Charleston (Studies on the Emotional and Affective Means of

Expression in Modern English, Schweizer Anglistische Arbeiten, 46. Band.

Bern 1960, 141) when discussing inversion in statements says. "The inversion

of subject and verb, which places the subject at the end, whereas the hearer
is expecting to be informed of the subject immediately at the beginning of

the utterance, causes a certain "tension". Such tension is less emotional

than affective It is a fact generally accepted among grammarians

and writers on the English. language that the beginning and the end of the

sentence are positions of greater importance ("peaks") than the middle
( "trough ") The present writer believes that it is in fact, neither
beginning nor end as such, but the fact of the unusual, i.e. "abnormal",
position that gives the affective value to the word(s) so placed, e. g. subject

after the verb . etc.

5. Jespersen (A Modern English Grammar, Part VII, Copenhagen 1949, 80)

says that inversion is in such cases determined by relative weight of
subject, a short unstressed pronoun being usually placed between the

adverb and the verb, so that no inversion occurs: Off he went.

6. Jespersen, ibid. , 80.

7. and 8. Examples borrowed from G. Scheurweghs, Present -Day English

Saril et London 1959, 8.

9. Example quoted from Britta M. Charleston, op. cit. , 143.

10. Standard grammars of the SC language (A. Belid, 0 jeziakoj prirodi

i eziakom razvitku, Beograd 1941, 174-178, Brabec-liraste- tivkovid,
Gramatiha hrvatskosrpskog jezika. Zagreb, 1968, 193; Mihailo
Stevanovid, Gramatik a srpskohrvatskog jezika, Beograd, 1957, 265) put

great emphasis on notional criteria for defining "the subject of the

sentence", calling it the focal point and the only independent word in the

sentence. These arguments seem to have no practical relevance for our
analysis.
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11. This kind of ambiguity has no particular interest for us as our analysis is

undirectional, though such examples from SC can be used when explaining the

fixed word order in an English sentence to point out that free word order

may result in ambiguities even in a highly inflected language like SC.

1.2. At least not for the linguistically unsophisticated learner. For university
students it might indeed be of interest. We do not condemn the application

of this procedure in contrastive analysis out of hand. There are structures
in which it is very useful to point out the fact that the surface structure

of certain SC sentences reflects the underlying relations of elements better
than the English and vice versa, as Vladimir Ivir has illustrated in his
paper Predicative Patterns of English Adjectives and Their Contrastive

Correspondents in Serbo.Croatian,Reports 2, and as we shall point out

further in our paper when dealing with certain complex noun phrases.
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Leonardo Spalatin (University of Zagreb)

THE PRESENT TENSE IN ENGLISH AND SERI:CO-CROATIAN

1. The Present Tense is used toiocate a verb action in the present,

past, or fUture time.

a. Present Tense for present-time verb action

1.1. The Present Tense answering the question "What are you doing?"

(Absolute Present).

1.1.1. Most verbs in answering this question take the form "be+V-ing"

(Continuous Present):

What are you doing? - I am reading (action in progress)
- I am working on my thesis. (even if

said during a walk - action occupying a limited time)

The equivalent question "§to radilf?" in SC is mostly answered by

an Imperfective Preeenti (see also 1.1,4.)

1.1.2. There is a considerable number of E verbs which cannot be used

in answering the question "What are you doing?" They are most -

1y verbs indicating states, or actions:, over which the subject has

no control (mostly the so-called "Private Verbs" - verbs standing

for states or actions of which only the speaker is aware), such as

see hear, feel, love, hate, tht,* understand. !believe, forget,

mean seem, appears recollect, remember, smell, belong, possess,

desire, detest, hoe, like, concern, wish, win ad patter, sit, etc.

As soon as the control of the subject becomes possible, the verbs
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can take the continuous form:

Now I think that I was wrong

as against:

I am thinking of going to Italy next summer

Most of the SC equivalents of these verbs cannot very well be used in

the answer to the question tt6to radix ?" Thus, the answer to this

question about the verb "Ijubititt (love) is "1..Jubim jet' in the sense

"I am kissing her" rather than "I love her."

1.1.3. The verb to be is used in the continuous form when the subject is

presented as performing some sort of activity:

He is being bastard
"Joe," I said, "you are just being foolish."

When a state is implied, to be takes the simple form:
I am hot /a man

Other verbs taking the inflexional ending .n't in most of their

meanings cannot be used in the Continuous Present.

1. 1. 4. The Simple Present can be used for the Absolute Present when the

words coincide with a series of actions:

I place the rabbit in the box and close the lid (a magician performing
a trick)

The Continuous Present is quite possible.

In this situation, also SC can use the present of a perfective verb

for the Absolute Present:

Stavin.) kunida u !cella i zatvorim poklopac

The Imperfective Present (stavljam, zatvaram) is also possible.

1,1,5. Sisnuar to this Simple Present for the Absolute Present is the

Present found in stage directions:
He stirs the fire, trims the lamp, arranges some books and papers,
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sits down, is restless, shivers slightly, clock outside strikes
twelve, and he s1/4.Itles to read. Enter the convict stealthily, he

has a long knife and seizes the Bishop from behind.

1.1.6. The Simple Present is used in photograph captjons:

The troops enter the village.

1.1.7. It is also found in exclamatory sentences introduced by here or

there:

Here comes the bride!

There gc:t our train!

SC will most likely render this construction by "evo" or "eno" with

an Imperfective Present or no verb at all:

Evo dolazi mlada/Evo mlade
Eno odlaz1 nag vlak (or, more vividly, the Aorist of result:

"Eno, ode nag vlak")

1.1.7. Verbs involving.the act of speaking express the coincidence by the

Imperfective Present in SC and by the Simple Present in E:

Kunem se da sem nevin : I swear that I am innocent

Proglagavam sastanak zavrlienlm: I declare the meeting closed

ICrstim orij brad I name this ship ...
I pronounce you man and wife

I cell it an outrage

1.2. The Present Tense not answering the question "What are you doing9"

(Relative Present).

To express the Relative Present, E mostly uses the Simple Present:

I wash my hands every day

SC employs either the Perfective of the Imperfective Present:

Perem/Operem rake mad dan
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The Perfective Present mostly denotes an action which takes place

at repeated intervals:

tlapi§ein pismo svaki den : I write a letter every day
Zapieva svakih pet minute ; He bursts into a song every
five minutes.

in this situation E uses the Simple Present.

1.2.1. in SC the Imperfective Present covers the meaning of the E

Continuous and partly also that of the E Simple Present. For this

reason, the Imperfective Present will be a strong source of

interference because the SC speaker will consistently tend to use -

the E Continuous Present as its equivalent. This equation of the

Imperfective Present with the Continuous Present is due to the

fact that the Perfective Present only exceptionally has the value of

the E Continuous Present..

1.2.2 The question "gto radii?" is of no great help to the speaker of SC

in deciding whether a SC Imperfective Present will have in B the

Continuous or the Simple Present as its equivalent. The SC question

has only one verb form as against two possible verb forms in the

equivalent E question: "What are you doing?" and "What do you do?"

SC can come closer to the meaning of the B question containing the

Continuous Present by the addition of such adverbs as "sada" (now),

"ovog Casa" (at this moment), and similar; the question "What do

you doo" can be best rendered by the addition of an adjunct of

indefinite time (adverb of frequency), such as "obieno" (usually),

"eesto" (often), etc.
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SC gto radii? gto obiano radill? gto sada radill?

Slikam Slikam Slikam

E 0 What do you do? What are you doing?

I paint I am painting

With transitive verbs, the number of the object is often useful in

deciding which form should be used in E:

knjigu : 1 am reading a book

tam knAge : I read books

In general, probably the most useful hint for the use of the

Continuous - present phrase for the Absolute Present is the inclusion

of the moment of the realization of the action indicated by the verb;

whether this moment is explicitly stated (He is writing now . I am not

Iddding when I say that.) or only implied (I am reading, with now

implied).

b. Present Tense for )mast -time verb action (in a past-time context)

2. HistoricIal) Present3:

Soon there is a crowd around the little prostrate form, the latest

victim of reckless speeding. A strong man holds the little fellow

in his arms. The crowd makes room for the little woman who

cries out, "Give me my boy!"

The present Tense of SC imperfective and, especially, perfective

verbs is very frequently used for past time:

Onda on.tijeiulazi u sobu : Then he entered the room

The Perfective Present (Narrative Present) In SC is much more

frequent for the past-time period than the E Present, which in

this function is stylistically marked. The Perfective Present Is

hardly likely to prompt a speaker of SC to use the E Present as its
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equivalent, as his language feeling will in most cases interpret the

Perfective Present as referring to the past, particularly in the

third person where, with a large number of verbs, it is homophonous

with the Aorist. The Imperfective Present is more likely to be

rendered as Present in E where a past tense would be the unmarked

form, although also here the past-time context will probably lead to

the selection of the E Preterit4 in most cases. The past-time con.

text is particularly prominent in the Annalistic Present (the one

registering historical events) which is always imperfective in SC:

It is not till the close of the Old English period that Scandinavian

words appear : Skandinayske se rijed javljat. tek krajem star°.
engleskog razdoblja

The Annalistic Present is quite frequent also in E.

2.1. The SC Perfekt refers mostly to the same time.sphere as the E

Preterit. The same time.sphere is covered also by the SC Prezent,

in main and dependent clauses, with the result that the SC speaker

can often translate his Perfekt and Prezent into E as the Preterit.

What frequently happens is that the Perfekt is erroneously translated

as the Present Perfect, and the Prezent, if it is not mistranslated

as the Present, is correctly translated as the Preterit. The reason

for the wrong translation of the Perfekt is the formal similarity of

the two verb phrases, both of which consist of an auxiliary verb

followed by a participle. An additional reason probably lies in the

similarity of labels: Perfekt Present Perfect. The SC Historic

Present will most likely have the Preterit as its E equivalent, because
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of its obvious past-time import in a past-time context, and its

resemblance to the form of the E preterit, both being non-phrasal

and both consisting of a base followed by a morpheme, or, occasionally

in E, a base incorporating a portmanteau morpheme. Thus, the SC

equivalent of the E sentence, in a past-time contest, "He saw him"

is either "Vidi (Present) ga" or "Vidio ga (Perfekt). The SC

sentence "Vidi ga" (He saw him), containing the Narrative Present,

the SC speaker may render into E as: -

a. "He sees him", with the stylistically marked Historical Present
for the unmarked Narrative Present;

b. "He has seen him", with the Present Perfect erroneously
interpreted as an equivalent of the Perfekt, which is mostly a

past tense, because of the similarity of names. This equivalent
is less likely because of the formal difference between the SC

verb form and the E verb phrase.

c. "He saw him", with the Preterit because the linguistic feeling
of the speaker has interpreted the Narrative Present as belonging
to the past-time sphere, and the formal similarity of the twp
verb forms has promted him to select the Preterit, rather
than the Prese ' Perfect as the, erroneous, equivalent of the
SC Perfekt. Of course, the learner's theoretical knowledge of
the use of E tenses is a considerable help.

If the original SC sentence runs "Vidio ga le" (He saw him), with the

Perfekt, the SC speaker will either draw a wrong parallel between

the similarity of names and forms and come up with

He has seen him

or will produce the correct translation containing the equivalence

"Perfekt : Preterit":
1 ,

He saw him.
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Of course, the learner was not, until the advent of contrastive

linguistics, aware of the equivalence "Perfekt : Preterit". If he

used the correct Preterit, it was because of what he had been taught

about the use of the Preterit in E, without arty reference to the

situation obtaining in WI mother tongue; and if, on the other hand,

he used the Present Perfect, wrongly, it was because of his own

spontaneous contrastive analysis which made him forget the "rules".

Contrastive linguistics happily combines the rules for the use of

language forms in the foreign language with the forms occurring in

the equivalent situations in the learner's own language.

2.2. Another SC Present is a very frequent cause of wrong equivalence.

It Is the Present in the dependent clause to express the identity of

the ti me sphere of the dependent clause with that expressed by the

verb in the main clause. This "Dependent Present", used exclusively

of Imperfective Verbs, is seen in

Znao sam da Ltdobar

where the present "je" in the dependent clause refers to the same

period as the Perfekt (E Preterit) "znao sam" in the main clause.

The learner's most spontaneous translation of this Present into E is

I knew that he is good.

2.3. The Historic Present can easily be substituted by a past tense (mostly

by the Perfekt in SC), so that the feeling of its "pastness" is rather

prominent. But the Dependent Present cannot be substituted by a

past tense without affecting the time relation between the verb in the

main and that in the dependent clause. The substitution of a past .
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Sense for the Dependent Present assigns the action of the verb of

the dependent clause to a before-past time period. Thus, the meaning

of the Perfekt "je bio" fn "Znao sam da je bio dobar" is the same as

the meaning of the E Past Perfect Tense "had been" in "I knew that

he had been good. " For this reason, the Dependent Present, with

its meaning of simultaneity, is more often mistranslated into E

than the Historic Present. The use of the Present Tense for a past

action in SC is a normal, unmarked way of expressing past actions

in a past-time context, often alternating with a past tense. For this

reason, the teacher will do well to ignore the Historic Present in E

altogether, because of the very real danger that it would only

strengthen the already strong tendency of the SC speakers to use the

Present Tense in E sentences where the context, and syntax, would

require a past tense. In this way, one of the English stylistic devices

will be lost, but then what foreigner can dream of mastering English

to such an extent that he could stop struggling with grammar and

vocabulary and start thinking of the refinements of style? The

process of acquiring a foreign langu-ge, like that of translation, is

one of simplification.

2.4. The Present is frequently used to introduce a quotation, etc. , from

an author:

Homer says that ...
Darwin thinks that natural selection is the chief factor in the

development of species
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In object clauses, the Present following a past-tense verb in the main

clause indicates the speaker's endorsement of the statement contained

in the object clause:

He believed that the earth is a globe

A past tense would be neutral as to the truthfulness of the statement.

SC will here use the Imperfective Present (or, of course, the Perfekt).

2 5. The Relative Present is expressed by the Continuous Present in

emotional statements containing the adverbs always, continually,

for ever, and similar containing the idea of very frequent, or

unint trrupted, repetition:

You: mother is for ever refusing to'd0 something or other

You' re always seeing something strange

Even verbs which usually do not take the continuous form take this

form in this emotionally colored use.

c, Present Tense instead of the Present Perfect

3. The verbs which mean the acquirement of a piece of information

(read, hear, learn, understand) often appear in the Present Tense

instead of in the Present Perfect Tense to impart to the information

so gathered the meaning of actuality:

We see in the paper that you are going to Europe soon

SC, in this situation, will make use of the Imperfective
Present, that is the verb form which is typically used
for the Absolute Present, to achieve the same meaning

of present actuality.
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With the loss of the meaning of actuality, the Perfective Perfekt can

be used. E will have the Present Perfect:

eujem/Cuo sum da je odliaan vojnik : I hear/have heard that

he is a damn good soldier

d. Present Tense for future-time verb action

4. In a future context, the Present is often employed with a future

meaning.

4.1. "The future happening is considered as something definitely settled,

something that one has planned to do, there usually being an adjunct

of future time to make the reference to the future more intelligible"

(G. Sheurweghs, p. 320).

The Continuous Present:

I am sleeping here tonight

Are you dhlin. anywhere tonight?

I am seeing him again this evening

4422. The Simple Present is used for some future event that Is fixed as

part of a set plan:

The next term begins in September . Slijededi semester painje
u rujnu

It is also used for a future action which will be the direct consequence

of the fulfilment of another futtire action:

If you move, I shoot : Alto se maltnell, pucam

The Simple Present is used also in situations where the Continuous

Present is equally possible:

Princess Margaret, who leaves next week to tour East Africa,
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In this usage. the Simple Present implies a plan of somebody other

than the subject, whereas the Continuous Present presents the plan

as the subject's own.

SC can also use the Present Tense for a future event. This "Prophetic

Present" is the most frequent with verbs which in their imperfective

form are not usual in the Future Tense, though it may occur also

with other verb types:

Dolazim sutra (?Dolazit du sutra)

Za nekoliko minuta zavilava se prvi bin (?zavrilavat de se)
'kola poainje u rujnu ( ?po6injat de)

Ve6eras svira nal 6uveni violinist (svirat de)
Idude nedelje drE predavanje ministar prosvete (dila de)

In all these examples, the future time is indicated contextually.

Although this way of expressing the future time is largely similar

in the two languages, speakers of SC seem to prefer the Future

Tense in E (with the curious exception of the verb to leave). This

is probably due to the preference, generally found, in all foreign

speakers, for monosemia - one form for one meaning.

4.3. The Simple Present is the usual verb form in temporal clauses and

to conditional clauses of reality. SC will have here either the

Perfective Present or the Imperfective Futur Egzaktni:

We shall have to rid ourselves of a lot of prejudices before that

becomes possible . Morat demo se rijealti mnogih predrasuda

prije nego g to to postane mogude
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Be good and obedient and I'll see you when the clock strikes twelve

on Christmas Eve : Budi dobar i posluilan pa du to vidjeti kad sat

bode udarao pond na Badnjak.

If you move, ell shoot . Ako se makne6/bude5 micao, pucat du.

4.4. The verb "to wish" introducing a rejected condition has several

equivalents in SC:

1 wish I had fixed the fence : Volio bih da sam popravio ogradu

I wish I could go t Kad bih samo mogao idi

I wish I had seen him t Da sam ga barem vidio.

4.5. The phrase "be going to" combines the meaning of futurity with that of

a. intention: I am going to walk to Geisingen; from there

I shall go by train to Engen

What are you going to be when you are grown up?

b. determination: 1 am going to.put my foot down on that!

c. immediateness: Look out! I'm going to shoot

d. a result with the implication of the certainty of fulfilment: This

show is going to attract a good deal of attention.

SC uses the Future In these situations. For this reason,

the speaker of SC will use the Future Tense here and

produce grammatical sentences (P11 walk . . . . What will

you be...) lacking the model overtones of the E phrase.
When the main verb is "(u)diniti" or (ot)idi" it may be deleted:

What are you going to do with that moose? : gto as§ (saints° s tim

losom?
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NOTES

1. A perfective or imperfective present without any appreciable change of

meaning is used for the Absolute Present in negative-interrogative
sentences:

Wit° sad ne njevalizapjeva.4?

2 It is hard to distinguish verbs standing for an action from those standing
for a state.. The verb "to run", for instance, seems to indicate an action,

but it obviously indicates a state in "The wall runs from one house to the

other". In general. the verbs :nvolved here come closer to meaning a
state than to standing for an action.

3, This term, as used here, covers all cases of the Present Tense used
for a past-titne action and substitutable by a past tense proper. The
Narrative and the Annalistic Present are considered only subtypes of

the Historic Present. The Dept ndent Present is not comprised under
this term.

4 The Perfective Present is n-, .re likely to be interpreted as referring to
the past because in indirect speech it is obligatorily substituted by

the Perfekt whereas the Imperfective Present remains unchanged in this
situation:

Dobro uradi (Perfective Present) svoj posao . He did his work well

Znao sam da je dobro uradio (Perfective Perfekt) svoj posao (the

Perfective Present Aurae' is ungrammatical) : I knew that he had

done his work well
. .

Dobro radi (Imperfective Present) svoj posao : He does (is doing,
did, was doing) his work well

Znao sam da dobro radi (Imperfective Present) svoj posao : I knew

that he did (was doing) his work well
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